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Editorial 
IF this Dragon User is late, then I'm on 
holiday; if it 's on time, then I missed my 
'plane, and if it's very, very late, then I'm in 
hospital somewhere in the Alps, hopeful
ly suffering nothing worse than an over
dose of spaghetti. 

But seriously, there is a degree of con
trolled lateness here in an attempt to 
avoid the uncontrolled lateness which 
decended last time the staff took a week 
off. Don't blame the Postie till March. 

The Postle may be to blame for the fact 
that we haven't got our Miser's Dreams 
yet. Roy is looking into it. 

The Cardiff Airport Dragon show has 
been dogged by confusion , but if today is 
earlier than 27th Feb, there's still time to 
pack your bags and go. The enquiries 
number is on page 21. 

This month we have a program to read 
PC (MS/DOS) discs onto Dragon discs, a 
report from the 6th 6809 Show, a hard
ware inverter, and all the regulars. 

Even the Classified ads. 

Dragon Answers 28 
You ask the questions, we answer: 1/0 as in
put , GET invert error, adding a RAM 
extension . 

STOP PRESS+STOP PRESS+STOP PRESS 
Just in case we're in time .. . the Cardiff Airport 
Dragon Show really is on February 27th. 

How to submit art icles 

The quality of the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month w1ll, lo a very greal ex
tent depend on the quality of the discoveries that 
you ca n make wilh your Dragon The Dragon 
computer was launched on to the market with a 
powerfu l version of Basic, but with very poor 
documentation . 

Articles wh ich are submitted to Dragon User 
for publication should not be more than 3000 
words long. All submissions should be typed . 
Please leave wide margins and a doub le space 
between each line. Prog rams shou ld , whenever 
possible. be computer printed on plain white 

0 

paper and be accompanied by a tape of the 
program. 

We cannot guarantee lo return every submit
ted artic le or program. so please keep a copy. If 
you want lo have your program returned you must 
inc lude a stamped addressed envelope. 
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This is your chance to airyourv1ews-send your tips , compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page . Dragon User , 12-13 Little Newport Street . London WC2H 7PP. Letters 

Space 

buggy 

CONTRARY to popular belief, 
the 1.3 vers ion of Total Eclipse 
is far from bug-free. Those who 
have got stuck with the game 
can contact me anytime on 
Great Missenden (02406) 
2532. The first zero is not 
necessary when calling from 
overseas. There is an answer
ing machine at my end so just 
hang on. 

Julian Brown 
Lavender Cottages 

Salmons Lane 
Prestwood 

Bucks 
HP160PY 

Write 

to Pam 

I AM sti ll interested in pro
ducing software for the Dragon 
but am unsure as to what direc
tion to take. Are there many 
more Dragon 32/cassette 
users than disc users? Are 
there many more multiple 
drive rather than single disc 
drive users? There are otten 
requests for more use to be 
made of the 64's greater 
memory, but how many 64 vs. 
32 users are there? Dragon 
User has never carried out the 
user surveys that other 
magazines feature from time 
to time. If readers wou ld care to 
drop me a line detai ling their 
current configurations and 
software usage/wants. not only 
will it help me enormously in 
my continu ing support of the 
Dragon. but I wil l summarise 
the results (even if only one 
person replies!) lor readers. It 
would also be of interest to 
know how many Dragon users 
who do not subscribe to 
Dragon User that readers know 
of. 

Pam D'Arcy 
21 Wycombe Lane 

Wooburn Green 
High Wycombe 

Bucks 
HP100HD 

Every month we will be shelling out a game ortwo, 
courtesy of our supplies, to the reader/s 
who send the most Interesting or 
entertaining letters. So send 
us your hintsand your opinions, 
send us your hi-scores and 
suggestions. Send us your 
best Dragon stories. What 
d'you think we are, 
mind readers?! 

Professional advice 

THROUGH the pages of DU, I know that quite a few of you are in
terested io the Dragon Professional computer. Well, quite recent
ly, Iwrote toGEC to find out more about the Professional, and here 
is a reproduction of the letter they wrote back: 

Dear Mr. Linsley, 
'Thank you for your letter regarding Dragon computers.' 
'Unfortunately, we cannot help you with any information of the 

Dragon Professional, as we have only distributed the Dragon 32 
and 64 models. We have not heard of the Professional version, 
and therefore we can only suggest that you contact Dragon User 
to investigate whether any of its readers have encountered this 
model . We can only assume that the model may have been made 
in small numbers as an unmarket prototype just before Dragon 
Data ceased trading.' 

'I am sorry we cannot be of more assistance in this matter.' 
'Yours sincerely, S. McManua, Service Technical Department.' 
Well, GEC weren't very helpful, but how come GEC haven't 

heard of the Professional, when a few years back DU printed a pic
ture of the Professional which had the GEC logo on the top of the 
machine? 

David Unsley. 12 Glenn Barr, South Pe/aw, 
Chester le Street, Co. Durham DH2 2JN 

ALL true, all true. By the same token one might wonder: If 
Dragon User published that picture, how come they don't 
know about the Dragon Professional? But we don't. We have 
tried to get Information before. I think that GEC are right, and 
that somebody worked on the Professlonal shortly before 
Dragon Data packed up. If someone had not told me, two years 
ago, that they had seen a Professional running, I would 
suspect the picture was of an advance prototype, ie a mock
up. It may have been so. It looks as though somebody at GEC 
did look Into this, but once a proiect has been shelved and a 
few staff changes have taken place, it Is almost impossible to 
find people who know what happened. 

One thing is certain: there Is no Dragon Professional on the 
market. But many thanks to Mr. Linsley for his effort. 

THERE are many reasons fact that we get lots of opin
why Dragon User has not run ionated letters (keep them 
a survey in recent years, coming). But since Pam has 
most of them to do with the not only suggested one but 
only source of editorial offered to admini
copywrltlng rushed off her strate it - we suggest you 
feet , but some to do with the write to Pam and tell her your 
office administrator being thoughts. She is a primary 
rushed off her feet. Plus the source of Dragon software. 

Where's 

the chip? 

IN the October 1987 edition of 
DU there was an article called 
Better video. This talked about 
the out of date MC6845. and 
the up to date N EC7220, which 
wou ld give us better graphics 
and unlimited colours. 

What it didn't say was where 
you can get the N EC7220 ch ip 
from , and when you have, how 
to instal it in the Dragon. 

Duncan Chambers 
30 Park Avenue 

South Shields 
Tyne and Wear 

NE34 BOE 

Routine 

righted 

TH ANK you for printing my 
letter and program in the 
January 1988 issue (Range 
right routine). However, during 
th e printing process some 
errors have been in troduced . 
An apostrophe is missing 
before RIGHT in line 100. Line 
160 should read IF P ( =L 
THEN ... The variable is PASS 
in lme 210. An open bracket is 
missing after MID$ in line 230. 
Li ne 260 should read IF 
PASS ( "'MS THEN 8$=8$+ 
STRINGS ... ln line270theword 
should of course be STRING$ 
and the GOTO 280 should in 
fact beaGOT0220. Well, that's 
the lot. How is it that so many 
mistakes can appear in such a 
small program? Oh yes! One 
fi nal thing .. . perhaps you 
could have appended my 
name if not for self satisfaction 
then so that readers wou ld 
know who to com plain to. 

Happy New Year. 
Nigel Mason 

31 Sidaway Close 
Rowley Regis 

Warley, 
W Midlands B65 9SJ 

MISSING ) s and ( s usually 
mean somebody lost the 
original letter before proof
reading stage. Miss;ing 
names tend to confirm this 
deduction. The fact that we 
can 't find the letter just about 
sums it up. - Sherlock Sub. 
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I have seen the High Score 
corner in two issues of DU, so 
here are some of mine: Hi-score corner again • • • 
Shaolin Master - 100,200 

I am fed up with looking at I think I can claim to beChuckie 	 Noblesse oblige ... Chuckie Egg - 193,040 
those pathetic high scores for Egg master! I have had many level 19 
Chuckie Egg. I am the cham times well over a mill ion points 	 I was very humoured at theSpeed Racer - 10 rules, 
pion, and that is Ii nal. I enclose - my record being just under 	 high scores people send into 86,720 
a photograph of my second 1,400,000 (level 79). As anyone 	 high score corner. Paul's sister 

Shocktrooper - 52,250 
highest score of 919,470.1 once else who may have got this far 	 will have to strangle meI've been reading DU for two 
topped my million , but had no will know, this score ia,really 	 because I got 6,750,000 and I years, keep up the good work. 
film in my camera at the time. irrelevant as I could easily beat 	 had to kill all my lives because 

Nick Cutts 
Iam a 39 year old mot her of a it if I had enough time. After it was getting late, the level BB Hale Lane 

Dragon user who has now con level 32, the game loops back 	 numbers changed into funny Mill Hill, London NW7 3RT 
fiscated Chuckie Egg from me, to what was called level 25 shapes and everyth ing went 
so that I have more time for (only it is now level 33) . So it is really faster. The levels which UH oh. We just opened the 
cooking , cleaning etc. possible to play for hours. My 	 got really hard were level 7 and can of worms again ... 

Mrs. Sheila Stubbs (Basso) longest game lasted about 2) levels. 
Hill Cottage hours. But boredom takes over LeeKalyanI was reading September's 

30 Oakley Lane after the fi rst couple of hours! 19 Ampthill Roadhigh scores for Chuckie Egg 
Wimborne Andrew Lamb 	 Bedford

and none of them are as high 
Dorset 2 Marsham Road 	 MK429JP as the score my brother 

BH213AB 	 Hazel Grove reached a couple of years ago. 
Stockport DOES this mean there's even 

I don 't remember the exact less to do in Bedford of anCheshire SK7 5JB score, but it was just short of Don't let them turn Basso evening than in the Isle of
750,000 on I th ink level 40. back into Brasso. Buy the kid 

PS Are there any 6809 shows Tiree? Perhaps you need a
Jeff Brook a cookbook and yourself a 

planned for around Man foreign break. But .. .
46 Camroyd Street, co~y of Total Eclipse. And 

chester in the future? Dewsbury, now, for the entertainment of TO end all speculations about 
West Yorks WF13 1PE champions everywhere ... the highest score on Chuckie

THE last6809Show we heard Egg: I do have it! It 's 
of is being arranged in Car 15,094,650!! This seems
diff for April 1988. unbelievable, but is easy to ex

plain: from about 450,000 the 
NEW HIGH-SCORE ON speed of the ducks stays cons
CHUCKIE EGG! 2,216,360 tant, so you only have to train to 
LEVEL 119 9TH AUGUST 1987 get more bonus-men than you 
BY MARK AND JASON lose. I had enough after 32 
HENEGAN GAME LASTING hours, and interrupted the3 
ABOUT 2.45 HOURS .. game in level 819. 

4 With best wishes to all 
British Dragon users. 5 	 THIS has been a public ser

Andreas Verweyen 6 	 vice announcement .. . 
1--..;;+.=-.+--:-":._;,+:__.;,a_.:;......,.==-i~:..i.::....=.; Rathenaustr. 9 

7 D-8520 Erlangen 
FOR fear of strangu lation from West Germany8 Ms. McCullough (September 


9 letters) I put forward my claim 
 WHAT we need is a totally 
10 new approach to this game ... 

t--=-::...+-=-+-~.;.:....._.,.;:~~-a-;;=..,i.=-~ 
for the highest score ever on 


t--+~+--+~+;;;=-1,.=.-1-"---'-"i.:-.:.-=+:.....;...~~ Chuckie Egg. I scored 

11 	 4,081 ,790 on 24.10.84 and have REFERENCE hi score corner, 

rarely played it since (no you lot make me so envious12 
wonder) . After level 99, the with you r mutti-OOOs scores. 
numbers change to eggs and I have never got past the 
various other parts of the level which has three ladders 
graphics of the game. I reckon at the top of the screen, each 
I reached around level 232. with an egg at the top. 

Even though folk may not How do you get the two eggs 
2 believe me, this was definitely at the left hand ladders? 

not poke aided and was on my Anybody help me to get on3 trusty old Dragon 32. The and beat those massive 
game stops getting harder scores!41--~'--+,;;_,;.+=~=-ii-;;;;;;;~...:..t-..;;;:;..~~~~+;:;:~ 
after about level 32 and stays at 	 H. Jones5 

6t-----+---+~-t---+---tl---+--+-'-+---+---+~ the same speed for infinity, so I 54 Albion Street 
cou ld have scored an awful lot Castleton 

7 more, but after 8 hours almost Rochdale 
continuous play I simply got Lanes8 fed up and went to bed ! If OL11 2UL 

9 anyone has beaten th is score 
I'd very much like to see it. No, No,H, lthinkyou havethe10 

NJ MacArthur • germ of a new concept here!
11 Middfteon PO All it needs now is somebody 
12 Isle of Tiree to work out a way of playing 

Argyll Chuckie Egg for 40 hours at13 Scotland a stretch without getting 
The January 1988 crossword solution. PA776XH beyond level one. 
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lfyouhaveanynewproductsfortheDragon - softwareorhardware News desk 

New a,dventure 

from Dragonfire 


ORAGONFIRE Services have 
announced their first adven
ture for the Dragon. Pyr
adventure. Peradventure you 
were to enter the lost tomb of 
King Tutankhamun 's father, 
you might find the ancient 
Amenophis Il l's gold death 
mask and his fabulous 
treasures. But wil l you come 
forth ali ve? 

Pyradvenuture features real 
speech , freeze and save game 
facilities. "A real humdinger" 
say Dragonfi re. The price is £3, 

plus sop post and packing in 
the UK, £1 .2S post and packing 
overseas. Overseas payment 
in pounds sterling by inter
national money order, please. 

Dragonfire have several 
other titles in the pipeline, in
cluding Decathlon , Mazerace 
and Spel/box , Dragon Music 
(series) and Underlings of 
Groth . Send an SAE for a full 
price list. Oragonfire are also 
interested in looking at soft
ware for prospective publi
cation. 

WP waits for words 

RF Sibthorpeof Surrey has pro
duced a new word processor to 
meet his requirements, and 
would like to know 1f other 
readers are interested in his 
program . 

The vital criteria are a 
64-character WYSIWINYNG 
(what you see is nearly what you 
get) hi res screen display, all 
necessary instructions for use 
displayed on the screen during 
run lime, easy to use facilities for 
redef ining printer codes for any 
connected printer and amend 
the dispslay of printer codes for 
easy comprehension , as well as 
user definable auto-repeat 
keys, user definable line end 
bel l, auto word wrap, alterable 
line feed pitch, load/save to disc, 
on screen repos it ioning of 
blocks or windows, display with 
or without feint lines on screen, 
and, with the Epson FX100 
printer, 32 font styles and sizes, 
ful ly mixable. 

Anybody wan ting fu rther 
detai ls can contact Mr. Sib
thorpe at High Gren, The Drive, 
Belmont, Surrey SM2 ?DH . It is 
not clear whether or not he is of
fering the package for sale 
we get the impression that he is 
waiting to see if there is any 
interest. 

North East 
User's club 
THE North East Dragon Users 
Club has 14 members and 
meets every Wednesday at 8pm 
in the Etterick lounge of the 
Grindon Mil l. Chester Road, 
Sunderland . Anyone who is in
terested is invited to go along, or 
contact the organiser, Chris 
Jobson. 23, Walsingham , Bid
dick Village, Washington . Tyne 
and Wear NE38 7HF. 

Club in Norway 


68 Microcosm this month 

THE December 1987 issue of 68 
Microcosm. the journal of the 68 
micro group, includes OS968K 
on the Atari ST, the Transputer, 
a Flex disc formatter program , 
an introduction to the Data Pro
tection Act , pick of topics from 
Tom Goodfellow's Mola bul letin 
board, small ads, lots of letters 
and the otter of a Cardfile pro
gram. Also a review of the 6th 
6809 Colour Show. According to 
the membership sec .. the last 

address DU printed was entire
lywrong. What he means is that 
there was a typesetting mistake 
in the silly word in the middle. As 
this is no more ambiguous than 
the average person's hand writ· 
ing, I imagine enquiries wi ll still 
reach their destination. The en
tirely right address is Mr. K. 
Barnes, 174 Glen-Albyn Road, 
Wimbledon, London SW19 
6HG . 

ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343 

6809 show 
Dates mixed up 
IMPORTANT UPDATE: John 
and Helen Penn apologise for 
getting the dates muddled on 
their Show ad. in last month's 
issue, and plead a local 'flu 
epidemic and Benylinextract in 
mitigation . 

The REAL dates of the up-

The Dragon Computerk lubb of 
Norway has written to say that 
they wil l send acopyoftheir24 
page monthly magazine (AS. 
dupl icated both sides , in 
Norweigan) DKC-News to 
anybody who enqu ires. 

Comp·uta 
WOULD anyone who pur
chased a copy of Computa 
Text from Dragonfire Services at 
the 6809 Colour Show in 
December please contact 
Dragonfire at the address 

coming shows are Saturday 
30th Apri l at Ossett Town Hall , 
one of the Dragon world 's 
favourite venues, and Saturday 
27th FEBRUARY at Cardiff 
Wales Airport . For further infor
mation, contact John Penn Soft
wa re on (04203) S970. 

Dragon Computerklubb has 
been running for three years, 
and can organise orders of soft
ware from England for Scan
dinavian members. Enquiries lo 
Ola Etdoy, Stokken, N-S410 
Sagvag , Norway. 

Text call 
below, sending their names and 
addresses, as the instructions 
are now ready. 

Dragonfire Services, 13 Parry 
Jones Close, Blaina , Gwent 
NP33NH . 
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In the land of the 

crystal chandaliers 


Ken G. Smith returns from the 6th 6809 Show with his impressions 

WHEN I saw there was going to be another 
6809 Show in London , I didn't believe it . 
When I got to the Connaught Rooms, I 
believed it even less. Crystal chandeliers? 
CARPETS?? And casual seating - this 
was some venue for a Dragon Show. The 
Grand Hall seemed much larger than the 
Old Horticultural Hall. The exhibitors, who 
obviously felt safer with their backs to the 
wall, were spread around the perimeter. 
The new venue made this a very comfor
table show to attend. The attendance 
figures seemed to me to be more i11 the 
hundreds than thousands and the size of 
the hall seemed to emphasize this. 

The Dragon market is now so small that 
Jt i6 a pleasant surprise when new software 
is released. Well , just to provethattheycan 
still surprise us, two suppliers chose to 
unveil new games at the show. The first of 
these. Quickbeam, put on their usual show 
with all their current range on sale plus the 
new one, Indoor Football. Truly a 
fascinating program with crowd noise and 
action replays, it is almost as much fun to 
watch as it is to play and it kept the younger 
show goers amused for hours. The second 
came from Pamcomms. Not previously 
noted for her games, Pam D'Arcy has come 
up with a real winner for her first try. Called 
Grand Prix, it is a split screen moter race 

· 	game featuring several different tracks 
and the ability to race against the computer 
or another player. Available on disc or 
cassette, it provides real competition for 
Speed Racer. 'Well done, Pam' is all I can 
say. 

Bus Extension 
Harry Whitehouse, who you will 

remember used to trade as Peaksoft, was 
there with his usual supply of joysticks, 
those wonderful power supplies and some 
new keyboards. This time Harry, who joint
ly promoted the show with John Penn, was 
also offering his 'New Era' RS232 Interface 
which seems to be bringing a lot of Dragon 
32 users on line. Offering a rom socket and 
a bus extention, is can be used in conjunc
tion with a disc drive. )-iowever, it must be 
said, you will end up with a rather long car
tridge. Although he is one of the few that 
will have to be told when to stop producing 
goodies for us, Harry is getting involved 
with other machines and was, in fact, 
knocking out Speckies at forty five pounds 
each. 

A newcomertoourshows, Bill McGowan 
demonstrated how to use his Printer Con
trol as a desk top publishing system. Also 

It is well worth 
it to meet old 


friends, make new 

ones, and talk about 


the machine to 

which we are all 


committed. 


on show were the results of Bill's Colour
print program which converts the four col
ours of Pmode 3 into different densities of 
print. The end result is a black and white 
picture of amazing quality. McGowan's 
software has reached the stage where it 
outstrips anything of a similar nature and 
the best advice you can give to anyone who 
has just bought a printer is 'Chat to Bill 
McGowan'. Bob Harris, who also markets 
McGowan software, was demonstrating 
his own KUK utility. This gives the humble 
Dragon 64 something of the environment 
of the Apple Macintosh and runs under the 
BASIC42 operating system. Bob's is one of 
the few software houses that is actually in
creasing their range of Dragon products. 
They even offer an upgrade service where 
for thirty five pounds they will boost your 
old 32 to a full 64K, making it capable of 
running BASIC42, FLEX and OS9. 

H C Andersen's arrival proved that 
stories of his fairy tale exsistence were 
nothing more than a Grimm rumour. The 
big blonde Dane was knocking out games 
at a pound each and OS-9 at under eighty 
pounds, complete with both manuals. He 
certainly seemed to be enjoying himself. I 
only hope he found it a rewarding 
experience. 

With mountains of sup Ius software slow
ly shrinking away John Penn has shifted 
his emphasis away from selling off surplus 
stock at discount prices and is now 
distributing more current software. For 
those of you who like me were wondering 
what has hap pend to the final bug free ver
sion of Total Eclipse I can tell you that John 

has it. He is also distributing David 
Maken's excellent Picture Maker. David 
was at the show demonstrating his wares 
and I must say the results were 
remarkable. 

All the usual user groups attended 
plus one new one dedicated to Delta Dos 
users. (DUDE). They had one of the new 
Tandy 128K CoCos with enhanced 
graphics on show. Rumours were rife 
about this machine. mainly as to whether 
production was on or off. The performance 
looked quite good but whether it could 
stand against competition from the likes of 
Atari is another matter. DUDE were up on 
the balcony along with the boys from 
'Dragon's Roar' magazine. Their supply of 
free copies soon ran out and Simon Jones 
was taking orders. I have now received my 
copy and have to say that it is very profes· 
sionally presented and caters for a wide 
variety of readers. Also up on the balcony, 
I had a very interesting chat to Ted Bac
carelli ot 68 Microcosom. If any of you 
wants to run hard discs on a Dragon then 
Ted is your man. He can probably even 
supply the parts. 

Well , as usual, I enjoyed my time at this 
year 's London show. However, the falling 
attendances make me wonder how much 
longer such an event can continue in its 
present form. As long as it does, I, for one, 
will gladly pay for my ticket. It is worth it to 
meet old friends. make new ones and talk 
about the machine to which we are all com
mitted (or for which we should all be 
committed.) 

"Stirring" Smith 
Now, to stir things up bit, I have decided 

to make the following nominations for an 
imaginery show award called the Golden 
Digit. 1. Best new hardware. Harry 
Whitehouse for his 'New Era' 
RS232/Modem driver. 
2. Best new software. I have to share this 
one between Pamcomms for Grand Prix 
and Ouickbeam for Indoor Football. 
3. Best show idea. Dragon·s Roar for their 
live Micronet link up. 
4. Best bargain. National Dragon User 
Group tor their thirty five pound Modem 
package. 
5. Man/Woman of the show. Hans 
Andersen for his enthusiasm and the effort 
he put in just to get there. 
6. Wooden Raspberry. Compusense for 
being the only people offering less than 
ever. Will they even turn up when they have 
sold all their 'Plus' boards? 
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Dragonsoft 
Getting into this game is just for kicks 

Title: Indoor Football 
Supplier: Quickbeam Soft
ware, 36 Salisbury Road, Hod
desdon, Herts EN11 OHX 
Price: £8.95 

I seem to have become Dragon 
User's football correspondant 
as our dear Editor has given 
me the task of rev iewing Quick
beam's latest offering ... lndoor 
Football. 

There seems to be no shor
tage of qual ity Dragon football 
games around , what with 
Champions (and the new 
Champions) , Footbaff Man
ager and Crazy Foota. But now 
Quickbeam have come up with 
what is quite simply the best 
'full perspective arcade style 
football game on the Dragon'. 
These words come from 
Quickbe.am's advert fo r the 
game, but echo my views en
ti rely. Sure the rest are good, 
but Indoor Football is better. 

Indoor Football follows the 
same method of play as Crazy 
Foota (where the player con
trols his/her team and battles it 
out with an opponent) . I prefer 
this type of footba ll game to the 
likes of Footba{{ Manager 
where there is absolutely no 
skill involved. and the resu lt of 
each game depends really on 
luck. However, I don't th ink it's 
quite right to drop all the 
features of that type of game; 
one of the better fea tures of 
Footba{{ Manager and Cham
pions was that each team 
played in a league and 
throughout the season battled 
for a place in the Cup and 
Europe. In fndoorFootbalf, one 
simply plays ei ther the com
puter or an opponent for acer
tain time and once the time is 
up, that 's it. 

In the game you control the 
flash ing character (you 'll 
notice there are two. You con
trol the one in your colours). 
You have direct control over 
this player. and with him it is 
possible to tackle another 
player, simply run up the field 

with the ball , pass the ball to 
another player, or take a shot at 
goal. 

There are other players on 
the field which move indepen
dently, and they are capable of 
runn ing towards a loose ball. 
Once you 've got the ball it's a 
hard slog to get to the other 
side because there is always 
an opponent hot on your heels 
and you 've got the ball , you 're 
slower than the other player. 
What it does mean is that you 
frequently have to run round in 
circles trying to dodge your op
ponents player. However if you 
manage to beat this player and 
the rest of his team you ' ll just 
have goalkeeper to contend 
with , and assuming you score 
you will be awarded with a loud 
cheer and a slow motion action 
replay. 

The game is split into two 
halves, the ball being replaced 
on the centre spot at the begin
ning of each half. 

Before the game beg ins you 
are given a number of choices. 
You can choose the number of 
players in each team, you can 
choose whether to play a friend 
or the computer and you can 
select the length of each game. 

One thing wh ich struck me 
after loading was the lack of ti 
tle music. As most of you will be 
aware, Quickbeam have pro
duced some great sounds on 
their games with their DAMS 
program (must get it some 
day) . However there's no 
music on this game and in
deed there is very little sound 
on the game, the noise of the 
ball bouncing and the cheers 

from the invisible crowd being 
the only sound . 

The graphics are in 30 and 
are good (if a little simple). The 

players seem very fam il iar to 
me - they're very much like 
the soldiers on Fire Force and 
they too are drawn well. As 
usual Quickbeam have used 
larger than normal sprites to 
draw the men . 

There seems to me to be a 
sl ight fa ul t in the detection , as 
all too often I've had goals 
scored against me that are 
quite obviously not valid . Even 
in slow motion it's obvious that 
a goal should not have given. 
The design of the goalposts 
don't help the matter very 
much either as they 're in 3D, 
making it even more difficult to 
distinguish just what is a goal. 

Another problem which hap
pend quite often was that al
though I had picked 7 or 8 
players , after a while most of 
them disappear - in fact I've 
seen many disappear before 
my very eyes. (Transferred for a 
large fee, very likely - Ed.) 
Quickbeam have come up with 
some great cassette inlays but 
this time thei r presentation is 
amateurish to say the least. 
Even Crazy Foota seems to be 
more professional. 

Now I know many of you will 
say it's the game that counts. 
not the cassette inlays. but if 
computer enthusiasts who sell 
their games go to the bother of 
making their product look de
cent enough then I'm sure 
Ouickbeam could do the 
same. 

If these few commants lead 
you to the impression that I 
loathe this game, you 've been 
fooled! I absolutely love this 
game. the good graphics 
coupled with the extreme rea l
ism of this game combine to 
give possibly one of the games 
of '88. OK. it may not be 
graphically stunning , it may 
not have hot sound . bu t after a 
playing Indoor Footba{{ you'll 
toss all that to one side, and get 
on with playing what is a great 
game. 

For me it was a joy to play In
door Football , it was certainly 
addictive and very competi
tive. I'l l give it five Dragons. but 
if you don't agree you know 
where to find us. 

Donald Morrison 

Living on 

Title: Zotoka 
Price: £2.99 
Supplier: Preston 

CIVIL war, hurricane and in
vad ing armies, all part of daily 
life on the newly found island of 
Zotoka. Having accidentally 
discovered the isle you get the 
job of running it, and you might 
guess that it's not one of the 
most secure jobs in the world . 

Zotoka is almost two pro
grams: on side A of the 
cassette are instructions with 
what seems like several dozen 
pages of text. These instruc
tions delve to great depths to 
help you understand just what 
is going to happen - but after 
so many games where in
structions have consisted of 
something like 'Type Cloadm 
and the game will start auto
matically. Use right joystick', 
these attempts have to be 
welcomed. 

The instructions even go to 
the extent of giving you a little 
test to see how much you've 

understood. If you answer cor
rectly you move to further in
structions. If you are nearly 
right you are told of the error of 
your ways and then move on. 
However, if you type 27 when 
the answer is 3 you 're told not 
to be silly and answer again . 

The length of time I've spent 
describing the instructions 
shows their size but the game 
is not as complicated as it may 
momentari ly seem. You are 
given a term of office ranging 
from 5 to 20 years starting in 
1987; then a skill level 1 is easy, 
3 is hard and 2, well it hasn't a ti
t le, middling I suppose. You 're 
also asked if your trusty Dra
gon will permit the 65495, 0 
poke to help speed up things 
slightly. 

The little Southsea paradise 
consists of 16 blocks of sea and 
38 of land making up a 9 by 6 
grid. Given a starting popula
tion of 500 and food for that 
number, the task with a limited 
supply of money is to meet the 
growing population. 
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New software for review should be sent to Dragon User. 
12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

Heir raising tasks 
 Put another disc on 
the juke box, baby 

Title: various of the classics of ils genre. 
Supplier: Preston Perilous Pit is a simplified 
Price: £4.99 each Dragondos version of Donkey Kong. The 
disc sl ight difference is that dia

monds must be collected one 
A new range of budget priced at a time and taken to the truck 
disc games has been launch at the top of the screen. Three 
ed by R. & A.J. Preston . The diamonds are needed to move 
games are not new ones but onto the next screen and there 
this is the first time they have are fou r screens in all. An 'Or
been available on disc at the bis ' appears on each screen (it 
low price of £4.99. Two game looks like an old-style radio to 
discs are reviewed here; the me!) which slowly homes in on 
fi rs t is a compilation of three you once you start jumping . 
games, Ruby Robba , Perilous Moving platforms and other 
Pit and Desperado Dan. nasties must be negoliated . 

An in itial menu is displayed The mode 3 graphics are 
after BOOTing the Dragondos fairly well defined . but do tend 
disc. From this you can choose to get rather fl ickery at times (is 
to play any one of three games. this game machine code or just 
It 's not possible to go back to compiled Basic I wonder?) . If 
this menu ; to change games you specifically want a vers ion 
requ ires powering ofl. of Donkey Kong then st ick to 

'Ruby Robba is a curious Microdeal 's offering . As a thi rd 
mixture of the Connect 5 and on lhis budget disc Perilous Pit 
Sliding Square puzzles. Using is a nice clone. 
ei ther keyboard or joystick you None of the games on this 
control a pointer which moves disc are exactly going to set the 
around the edge of a 10 by 10 world on fire. However, as a set 
grid of blue blocks. These of three, and at a price of £4.99 
blocks are either blank, or con they can be recommended to 
tain snakes or guards or a my the gamesters who can't wait 
stery bonus of between 100 for tapes lo load . 
and 300 points. The ruby is The second disc I looked at 
shown as a red block . Within contains just one game; Kung 
lhe blank squares are mines Fu - The Master. Again this is 
wh ich can to kill the snakes loaded by BOOTing the 
and guards fo r extra points. Dragondos disc The object of 

The blocks can be moved bi the game is to rescue your gi rl
direct ionally using the fire but friend (isn't it always?) who is, 
ton or space bar. The object of for some unexplained reason, 
the game is to push the square being held captive. To do th is 
containing the ruby into a 'trap' you must get past screen after 
at the top left of the screen. screen of 'trainees' (who look 
This is made more difficult just like you) . knifemen, 
than it sounds by the snakes snakes, bombs and tire
and guards, which will return breath ing dragons. The joy
lhe ruby to the bottom right of stick is used to do all the usual 
the screen if they get near it. kung -fu stuff like run , jump, 

Although this in itially seems duck, foot sweep and various 
quite an original game. the types of kick - all nice and 
challenge can fade - there violent ! Points seem to be 
isn't really enough variety in scored for hitting just about 
the tota l of 15 difficulty levels. anything in sight. 
The objecl of the game is sim The mode 3 graphics are 
ple to grasp, but to capture the quite well an imated and flicker 
ruby requires some logical free with some nice horizontal 
th inking - hence this game is scrolling included . The bad
ideal for the younger player. dies are also nicely defined . 

Desperado Dan is a famil iar This is probably one of the 
platforms and ladders type_ better kung-fu games around 
game - guide the little figure for the Dragon at the moment. 
down the screen avoid ing the Brian Cadge 
flying bits. ducking the lall ing 
bits and jumping the stationary 
bils. Desperado Dan is not one 

Title: The Heir of Tyos 
Supplier: Simon Hargrave 
Price: £5.00 

SIMON Hargrave's adven
tures , starting with Starcrash. a 
game with a good plot. which I 
rated at fou r Dragons in the 
Dec '87 issue, have by the 
fourth in the series been en
hanced tremendously so that 
the end product is even more of 
a professional all-round 
package. 

In The Heir of Tyos in the 
tradit ion of the hero having an 
odd name, you are cast as 
Krantz Menostu and live on 
planet Tyos in the Xenopho 
system. The task is to find the 
amulet of Tyos to stop a neigh
bouring King's siege. 

You start, when you awake at 
the top of a pyramid shape 

·r;ase by a teleporter and the 
number of locations increase 
as you progress down the floor 
levels of the pyramid . In total 
there are over 200 locations, 
although despite my best and 
drast ic attempts I have ab· 
solute ly no idea how many. 

Other locations include 
medical laboratories. where a 
nurse ominously lurks with a 
syringe, an apartment. 
covered balconies and a cafe
teria. Plus there's a shattered 
tube' where vacumn no longer 
exixts and you are prompt ly 
sucked to your death. 

The reason for my scep
ticism over any task being sim
ple in this adventure is that in
stead of merely find ing an ob
ject and next game going back 
there you have to search other 
areas for the item. Not being 
able to boycott previously un
fruitful locations is due to the 
items are randomly placed . 

Complex cou ld be used to 
describe the commands. 'Give 
the syringe to the nurse after 
removing the needle' being 
reminiscent of Juxtapositon. 

This is eas ily the hardest of 
the series, so give it a try. 

Philip Stott 

an island 
Each year you can buy items Hurricanes have a similar ef

like crops or housing , one unit fect. there's one at least every 
of each being sufficient for seven years (sounds l ike the 
500; don't buy enough and the bus service) which starts and 
natives will get restless. Also travels randomly destroying all 
on the shopping list are various in its path (perhaps it is the bus 
priced items like factories service!) 
wh ich provide work and earn And that's about it . The 
extra money (watch out for games displayed on what has 
Made in Zotoka labels), become almost the norm 
schools, hospitals and others that is the black/buff screen. 
also help keep the masses the island displayed graphical
quiet for a while. ly wilh redefined text messe

A small island is easily at ages underneath. If you sur
tacked though and so a vive your term you win if you 
defence is needed. For 75 don't you lose. There is a score 
units of money 50 soldiers are feature but this is almost irrele
added to the start ing number vant in a live or die game. 
of 150. These men are certainly Not a brilliant game, or for 
needed when foreign armies that malter origina l but 1t is ex
start attacking because if you cellent value and is well pro
allow 3 of their bases to be set grammed and displayed. Defi 
up permanent redundancy nitely one fo r the trainee 
looms and the guillotine will be megloman iacs. 
wheeled out for you . Philip Stott 

Civi l wars are perhaps even 
worse because due to the 
unrest, the masses rampage 
through the streets and fields 
destroying most of the hard 
work and effort. 
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Pamcodes 

Pam D'Arcy continues her introduction to machine code 

HOW far did you get with yellow blob? With This is because my assem bier assumes a given in hexadecimal but not preceded by 
my experience (grey hairs and all) . I cou ld decimal value with digits 0-9 only unless it a$ as required by my (Dream) assembler. 
see a number of problems from the outse t. is told otherwise by preced ing the value DECIMAL values have therefore been 
However, I shall try and put myself in your with a $. Listing seven was arrived at by assumed excepting those earlier mention
shoes - or at least, try and give you assembling having inserted $ signs after ed instances where the operand contained 
footsteps to follow in _ My first move on a the II intheoperandcolumnsofinstruction hex digits A-F. If you experienced the same 
step by step basis, was to type in the source lines with addresses $5007, $5018, $5025 problem the next stage is to insert S as 
as it stood and attempt to assemble. Th is is and $502E. It is then obvious that the necessary throughout the source code 
now where half of this article may not be generated code (left hand side of listing where the value given in the operand co l
relevant to you as your assembler may seven) is quite different from the expected umn is identical to the required generated 
have accepted and assembled it al l quite code in the book ( 'comment ' column on object code_The resu lt ing assembly is still 
correctly (and I apologise for a just spotted the right hand side of last month's listing). likely to contain discrepancies because 
wrong value in thecommentcolu mnof line Line at $5001, for instance, is 8E0190 the ca lls to the UP, MOWN , MLFT and 
$5023 - it should have read ;27 FB). For rather than 8E0400; the get keypress JSR MRGHT subroutines use the extended 
those with similar assemblers to mine, fou r is BD1 F46 rather than our fami liar 8 08006. mode=actual address type of instruction , 
lines of code were rejected - where there Generated object code is always shown in JSR and unless you assemble at the ad
were values in the operand column that hexadecimal. As the required generated dress the original is intended to run from , 
contained either of the hexadecimal letters values are identical to the operands of the these addresses will be appropriate for the 
A-F (representing decimal values 10-15). original source listing, the source must be current assemble, as in listing eight. 

5001 * L ISTING 7 
~-

5001 
... • 

5 001 * YBLOB7 IF ILENAME l 
5001 * 
5001 * THE YELLOW BLOB - PAGE 56 
5001 * FROM " DRAGON MACHI NE CODE " 
5001 * BY JONES & CDWSILL (SHIVA> 
5001 * 5 0 01 * TYPED IN AS PER THEIR LISTI NG 
5001 * EXCEPT FDR ; PRECEDING COMMENT 
5001 * DATA AND $ INSERTS TO OBTAIN 
5001 * AN ERROR FREE ASSEMBLE 
5 0 01 * 
5001 * USING DSKDREAM ASSEMBLER 
5001 * AFTER CLEAR200, &H5000 
5001 
5001 8E0190 6404 LOX tl0400 ; BE 04 00 
5004 BF191110 STX 6400 ;BF 64 00 
5007 108E01FF LOY llSIZllFF ; 10 BE 01 FF 
5009 863C LOA t160 186 6 0 
5000 7F1902 CLR 6402 ;7F 64 0 2 
5010 7F1903 C-L R 6403 ;7F 64 03 
5013 
5015 

A780 
313F 

CLEAR STA 
LEA V 

, X+ 
-1,v 

;A7 
; 31 

80 
3F 

5017 26FA BNE CL EAR ; 26 FA 
5019 869F LOA tlt:9F ;86 9F 
:s0JB BE1900 LOX 6400 ;BE 6 4 00 
501E 
5020 

A784 
BD1F4-6 KBD 

STA 
,JSR 

'x 
8006 

;A7 84 
;BD 80 0 6 

5023 27FB BEQ KBD ;27 FB 
502:5 815€ CMPA tlt:5E ;81 5E 
5027 2605 BNE DOWN ; 26 11l!l 
5029 805050 J SR UP ;BD 6 4 5 3 
511l2C 2111F2 BRA KBD ;20 F2 
502E 81M DOWN CMPA *S0A ; 81 0A 
5030 2605 BNE LE:FT ; 26 05 
5032 BD5051 JSR MOWN ;BD 6 4 5 4 
5035 20E9 BRA KBD ;20 E9 
5037 8108 LEFT CMPA 1108 ;Bl 08 
5039 2605 BNE RIGHT ;26 0 5 
51Z13B BD5052 JSR MLFT ; BO 64 55 
503E 20E0 BRA KBD ; 2 0 E0 
5041!1 811!19 RIGHT CMPA tlQ!9 ;Bl 09 
5042 2605 BNE BREAK ; 26 0 5 
5044 BD5053 JSR MRGHT ;BD 64 56 
5047 21!107 BRA KBD ;20 07 
5049 8103 BREAK CMPA 1103 ; 81 0 3 
5048 271!12 BEQ END ; 27 0 2 
:504 0 2111Dl BRA KBD ! 20 Dl 
51114F 39 END RTS 139 
5050 39 UP RTS ; 39 
5051 39 MOWN RTS ;39 
5052 39 MLFT RTS 139 
5053 39 MRGHT RTS ;39 

Apart from making the code position de
pendent, - that is. it must be run from the 

There is no listing location assembled for - had it not been 
nine. We do not know fo r other extended mode instructions such 
why - we merely as 
observe this fact. 

STX 6400 
CLR 6402 

the code would execu te correctly despite 
being run from a different position. How
ever, the above makes 1t an entirely dif
ferent proposi tion that can be tack led in a 

Listing a 
501!11 8E0400 6404 LDX ••111400 ;BE &14 Q!0 
5004 BF641!1111 STX Sb400 ; BF 64 1!11!1 
5007 108El!l1FF LDY #S01FF 11 0 SE 01 
S00B 8660 LDA 11$60 1Bb 60 
500D 7F6402 CLR $6402 ;7F 64 0 2 
5 01111 7F64183 CLR $6403 ; 7F 64 0 3 
5013 
5015 

A780 
313F 

CLEAR STA 
LEAY 

,x+
-1,v 

;A7 80 
131 3F 

5017 26FA BNE CLEAR ;26 FA 
511119 869F LDA ll:t9F ;86 9F 
501B BE641110 LOX $6400 ;BE 64 00 
51i!11E A784 STA ,x ;A7 84 
5020 BD811106 KBD JSR $8006 ;BD 80 06 
5023 27FB BEQ KBD ;27 FB 
511125 815E CMPA llt:SE 18 1 5E 
5027 2.005 BNE DOWN 126 05 
5029 BD5Q!50 J SR UP ; BD 64 53 
51112C 20F2 BRA KBD ;20 F2 
502E 810A DOWN CMPA #Sl!IA ;81 0A 
503 0 2605 BNE LEFT ;26 05 
5032 BD:S0:51 JSR MOWN ;BD 64 54 
5035 20E9 
:S037 8108 
5039 2.005 

LEFT 
BRA 
CMPA 
BNE 

KBD

••08 
RIGHT 

120 E9 
181 08 
;26 05 

503B BDS052 JSR MLFT ;BD 64 :SS 
51113E 20E0 BRA KBD ;20 E0 
5040 8109 RIGHT CMPA 11$09 581 09 
5042 260!5 BNE BR.EAK 126 1!15 
511144 BDS0S3 JSR MRGHT ,so 64 56 
5047 2&107 BRA KBD 120 07 
5049 8103 BREA!< CMPA H03 ;81 0 3 
504B 2702 BEQ • END 127 0 2 
!541140 2001 BRA KBD 120 01 
S04F 39 END RTS ;39 
:s0:Sl!I 39 UP RTS ;39 
5051 39 MOWN RTS 139 
!541152 39 l'ILFT RTS ;39 
5053 39 1'1RGHT RTS ;39 
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number of different ways - see if you can if wished). Remember that the program and is loaded/executable from that ad 
understand at least one of them! also uses locations $6400-S6403 as vari dress only. N.B. the use of the third para

As locations 6400-6403 are used directly ables space. so a clear of at least CLEAR- meter in the CSAVEM - the default EXEC 
in operands and the value 6404 appears in 200,&H6400 is requ ired before running the address which is not the fi rst byte saved if 
the label column of the first instruction , one code. including the variables data area 
can assume that the code is intended to A second option with the code should $5001-S5004 in the saved chunk of code 
reside from $6400 in memory, with $6404 you not be able to generate it to execute it (my preference so that you don't forget 
being the address of the fi rst program in  from $6404 would be to leave it position about such areas when fitting several 
struction. Using Dream and assemblers dependent but to change the addresses of chunks of machine code close together in 
with similar 'red irection' facilities, listing 8 the variables space from $6400-$6403 to memory!). 
can be instantly adapted to match the be within our chunk of code. This involves Another option is to make the entire 
original generated code by including the creating variables space using label chunk of code relocatable so that if will run 
lines names and an assembler directive that from wherever we wish to load it at any one 

may be slightly different on your assembler time. To achieve this is a relatively simple 
ORG $6404 but is RMB (Reserve Memory .Bytes) in task if any actual memory addresses have 
PUT $5001 Dream . One can usually reserve any num been substituted with label names as in 

ber of bytes using an RMB directive. To listing 10. 
before the first program line. The listing of avoid having to totally understand the pro Extended address instructions need to 
this is not included as I am continually ex gram logic when trying to adapt similar be amended to relocatable types. JS Rs, as 
ceeding my monthly space allowance! The published listings to run on your systems. I we have met previously, should be re 
generated code is then identical to the suggest that you adopt the method of placed with BSRs (Branch to Subroutine). 
book and occupies $6404-$6456 inclu allocating a label name per possible vari To make references to variables relocat
sive. Th is can be saved using ables address and substituting actual able, if they have been given label names 

addresses in source code operands with as in listing 10, simply append , PCR (Pro 
CSAVEM "8L085001 ".&H5001 .&H5053, its respective label name. That is, in this gram Counter Relative) to the operand 
&H5001 double byte units, sometimes as double or your assembler's equivalent as this, 

byte units. Rather than have to sort out again , may be an area that differs slightly 
and reloaded for use with each case individually, give each byte a and perhaps, PC rather than , PCR is need

label then substitute each address with its ed (Dream actually works with either). As 
CLOADM'BLOB5001 ',& H1403 label, which should result in a position with branch instruct ions that generate 

dependent but working program as in code to branch "Relative to the end of the 
·(resaved from there with listing 10. The code is saved using current program instruction". Program 

counter re lative access of variables 
CSAVEM " BLOB6404",&H6404,&H6456, CSAVEM "YBLOB 10".&H5001,&H5057.& causes code to be generated that refers to 
&H6404 H5005 

Listing 10 

501111 WORKlll RMB 1 ; FOR 6400 
501112 WORKl Rl"IB 1 ; 641111 
511103 WORK2 RMB 1 I 6402 
5004 WORK3 RMB 1 ; 6403 
51!11115 
51M!15 BEl!l41110 6404 LDX ••0400 
5GIGl8 8F51!11111 STX WORK0 
5008 108E01FF LDY •$01FF 
500F 866111 LOA ••0111 
511111 7F5003 CLR WORK2 
5014 7F501114 CLR WORK3 
51!117 A7B111 CLEAR STA ,X+ 
::i019 313F LEAV -1,v 
51!118 26FA 8NE CLEAR 
5010 869F LOA l$9F 
Sl!llF BE::illll!ll LDX WORKli!I 
:5022 A784 STA ,x 
511124 90801116 KBD JSR $8006 
5027 27FB BEQ KBD 
::illl29 815E CMPA ••SE 
51!128 2605 8NE DOWN 
5020 905054 JSR UP 
503'!1 20F2 BRA KBD 
5032 Bll!IA DOWN CHPA l$li!IA 
511134 2ae!5 BNE LEFT 
51!136 905055 JSR l"IDWN 
::i039 2111E9 BRA KBD 
511138 811!18 LEFT CMPA H08 
51!130 2605 8NE RISHT 
503F BD50::i6 JSR MLFT 
5042 21!1E0 BRA K8D 
5044 811!19 RIGHT CMPA 1$09 
50% 2605 BNE BR.EAK 
511148 BD51!157 JSR MRGHT 
511148 2007 BRA KBD 

I 5Gl40 911113 
504F 2702 

BREAK CMPA 
8EQ 

••1113 
END 

511151 21!1Dl BRA KBD 
5053 39 END RTS 
5054 39 UP RTS 
511155 39 MOWN RTS 
5Cil56 39 MLFT RTS 
5057 39 MRGHT RTS 

I 

-


Listing 11 

501111 161111111114 LBRA GO 
5004 
51111114 WORK0 Rl1B 1 1FOR 641!14!l 
511105 WORK1 RMB 1 I 641!11 
501!16 WORK2 RMB 1 ; 6402 
511107 WORK3 RMB l I 6403 
51!108 
51111116 8E041110 GO LOX 004111111 
51111!18 AF8CF6 STX WORKl!l,PCR 
Sl!ll!IE 108EGl1FF LDY lfi!1FF 
5012 866111 LDA ••6111 I 
::illl14 6F8CEF CLR WORK2,PCR 
5017 6F8CED CLR WORK3,PCR 
51111A A78111 CLEAR STA ,X+ I 
5Gl1C 313F LEAY -1,v I 
Sl!llE 26FA BNE CLEAR 
5020 869F LDA ••9F I 
51!122 AE8CDF LDX WORK0,PCR I 
511125 A784 STA ,x 
::il!l27 BD81illi16 K8D JSR $Beeb 
51112A 27F8 BEG! KBD I 
51112C 815E CMPA H5E 
51112E 2604 BNE DOWN 
5030 8D21 8SR UP 
5032 20F3 BRA KBD 
5034 810A DOWN CHPA H•l!IA 
51!136 26'!14 8NE LEFT 
503S 8D1A 8SR MOWN 
51!13A 20EB BRA K8D 
503C 811!18 LEFT CMPA 1$1!18 
503E 26'!14 8NE RIGHT 
51114111 8013 BSR MLFT 
511142 20E3 BRA K8D 
511144 8109 RJ6HT CMPA 1$1!19 
5046 2604 8NE BREAK 
5048 8D0C BSR MRGHT 
504A 2008 BRA KBD 
51i14C 8103 BREAK CHPA ••03 
504E 2702 - 8EQ END 
505111 21i1D5 BRA KBD 
5052 39 END RTS 
5053 39 UP RTS 
511154 39 MDWN RTS 
:>11155 39 MLFT RTS 
5056 39 MRGHT RTS 
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Listing 12 9EQ ENDDWN ;27 111E LEAX -1,X 1311l 1F 
LOA 4t6111 ;86 60 LDA 4t9F 186 9F 

UP LDA 
CMPA 
BECI 

Nll!I 
6403 
ENDUP 

186 lillll 
; 91 64 1113 
f27 0E 

STA 
INC 
LEAX 

,x 
6403 
32,X 

;A? 84 
17C 64 
;30 BB 

03 
2111 

ENDLFT 
STA 
RTB 

,x ;A7 
;39 

84 

LDA 
STA 
DEC 

4t60 
,x 
6403 

;86 60 
;A? 84 
;7A 64 03 ENDDWN 

LDA 
STA 
RTS 

4t9F 
,X 

;86 9F 
;A7 84 
139 

MRGHT LOA 
CMPA 
9Elil 

*1F 
6402 
ENDRBT 

186 1F 
;Bl 64 
J27 00 

02 

LEAX -32,X 130 88 E0 LOA 4t6111 186 60 
LDA 
STA 

4t9F 
,x 

;86 9F 
;A7 84 

1'1LFT LOA 
CMPA 

4t00 
6402 

;86 00 
;B1 64 02 

STA 
INC 

,x 
641112 

1A7 84 
17C 64 1112 

END UP RTS 139 BEQ ENOLFT 127 00 LEAX 1,x 130 01 

MOWN LDA 
Cl'IPA 

4t1S 
6403 

;Bo lllF 
;Bl 64 03 

LDA 
STA 
DEC 

4t60 
,x 
6402 

;86 
;A7 
;74 

60 
B4 
64 02 ENDRBT 

LDA 
STA 
RT6 

4t9F 
,x 

;86 'i'F 
1A7 B4 
;39 

the memory location 'relative to' - that is, 
a fixed distance from, " the end of the cur
rent program instructions". The distance 
value is calculated for the program as it 
stands when assembled. If instructions 
are added or deleted between the 
variable's definition (the source line that 
gives it a label) and program instructions 
that refe r to the label ,PCR, the re
assemble automatically calculates and 
generates the new distance value as part 
of the generated object code for that in
struction. The length of data generated for 
instructions varies according to the in
struction mnemonic and operand . Unlike 
the stanQ.ard (short) and long branch in
structions, one doesn't need to differen
tiate regarding the distance in ,PCR type 
instructions. The assembler generates a 
'distance' value in one byte for a variable 
within a range of + 127/-128 bytes from the 
start address of the next program byte, as 
within this example, or two bytes for the 

Crossword 


+32767/-32768 range. 
One final technique that I have included 

in the program is that I prefer the variables 
area to be seen to be part of the program 
and for the EXEC address to be the same 
as the load address to overcome memory 
lapses - a condition often encountered 
when working under pressure. If using my 
own machine code routines from Basic 
programs, I also like to have a variables 
area at a fixed place near the beginning of 
a machine code program so that values 
(parameters) can be PEEKedfPOKEd 
easily between the Basic and machine 
code. I therefore like to start off machine 
code programs with a LBRA (Long Branch) 
to the real beginning of the program fol low
ed by a variables area. I use a long branch 
even where a short one would do so that I 
always know, regardless of the length of 
the variables area, that my Basic/machine 
code parameter areas will always start at a 
fixed point program load/exec 

The fourth Dragon Crossword is here to perplex you 
with perfidious posers from the Dragon's publishing 
history. And we have the results from crossword two: 
the fortunate few, picked out from the hat , were Paul 
Harrison of Brosely, whose entry arrived on the back 
of what looks like an electronic circu it for a single 
LED, and Jack Lund , who wants a surprise. Sur
prises, we are good at . 

There will be a couple of free tapes from the 
Editor's Magic Bottomless Box for the first correct en
tries to reach us each month . You can even try telling 

t--t-~-t---tf---t-~t--t-~-t---11---t-~ 

.._~~.......___....__._~...__.......~_.___..__........~...___,...__,___. 

us which tapes you'd like in an ideal world. It all 
depends on what we can find . 

And you don't have to cut up your Dragon User, 
either - entries can be written out on a photostat or 
a plain piece of paper, as long as we can read them . 
And as long as there are no official secrets on the 
back! 

1. It's very hard to say - almost sounds like a pasty man! (6) 
2. Mix mud on meal to build a person up (6,3) 
3. Croak, usually goes with a leap! (7) 
4. A learner they tax for sport (8) 
5. Avast! brews us chalk mixture to raise the Jolly Roger! (12) 
6. Birdman lived here (8) 
7. Sounds like he only steals red stones! (4,5) 
8. Three stories of glory in teeth kit (3,3,7) 
9. Hold your lemons- the Mexican robber has nothing on! (7) 

10. Does he kill ghosts? (7,6) 
11 . Team up with 9 to steal hours! (4,6) 
12. Get away to do th is (6) 
13. Nothing in circus crimes to take you to the stars (6,7) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

address+3 rather than have some pro
gram parameter areas commencing at + 2 
(the length of a short branch instruction) 
and others a +3, three being the length of 
a long branch instruction. Although Dream 
has not thrown it out (probably because 
nothing attempts to use it) , Dream's label 
names should commence with an 
alphabetic character rather than the 6404 
appearing at the beginning of th e original 
program . I have therefore replaced th is 
with the label name GO for listing 11 . 

Monthly workout 

I suspect that , with the number of listings 
th is month. it is touch and go as to whether 
th is final listing makes it into print - but I'll 
chance it! Listing 12 is the cursor move
ment routines as they appear in the book. 
Try incorporating them, in relocatable 
form, in listing 11 (or your equivalent) . 

All this month's 
answers are names of 
Dragon software. 
When the crossword is 
complete, the column 
marked with an arrow 
will spell out a phrase. 

t--+~-+----;f---t-~+--+~ 

9 
1---+~+---lf---+-~+--+~ 

10 
11 
12 
13 
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Total Profits 

Alpha Centauri School of Cost Effective Plundering graduate Julian Brown 

EVEN after al l this time many of you out 
there are sti ll struggling, trying to make a 
living out of the much simplified trading , 
while people like me have made multiple 
visits to the second universe. So out of the 
kindness of my empty bank-account I have 
decided that all you sufferers out there 
need my help badly. (Anyone who makes a 
living writing for Dragon User needs help, 
mate. -Ed.) 

I have been limited on space, so this will 
have to be brief, so listen good I 

Here are the basic tips: 
1. Avoid anarchy worlds. unless you want 

to be used for target practice. 
2. Keep your ship in a good state of repair 

at all t imes. 
3. Never pay the pirates. , 
4. Know where the repair centres are 

(see table one). 
5. Make sure you have a good trading 

·route. 

has some tips for traders. 

you will find no narcot ics; ethics aside, this 
is more of a benefit than it sounds. Trying to 
get narcotics is nearly impossible. Tailor
ing the amount you col lect is easy and best 
illustrated with by table two. 

Table two 

Number of holds Maximum no. of 
cargo units 

1 2 
2 4 
3 6 
4 0 
5 2 

When you have the maximum number for 
your hold, regard less of whether it is food, 
textiles, etc., you can't collect any more. 
But by adding other cargo so the total in the 

Table one 
PLAni COORDIIATBS 
JJAJl)J 1:3:!5 
ISPKXA 2:4:2 
BASYYA 2:6:4 
THOKKI 4: 1: 1 
SOISKA 4:5:3 
SKAFF! <anarchy> 5:5:2 
SHarTB 5:2:5 
PCHIOI 6:1:3 
JOVBXA 7:4:3 
VRISCH 8:3:4 
TUBSPO 8:6:6 
YYAASH 10:3:5 

The format for the co-ordinates is sec
tor:x :y. All of the above have repair facilit ies 
but some are cheaper than others; Skaffa 
is the most expensive planet and is best 
avoided at all times. 

The recommended trade route is bet
ween Tasvee(7:1:6) and Stuori (8 :2:6). Buy 
uranium at Tasvee and sell it at Stuori but 
don't buy anything for the return journey. 

TechnicaIities 

Taxes: planets that have landing taxes are 
best avoided unless you knowwhalyou are 
doing. If you do visit them make sure it 's a 
brief visit. 

At the end of each combat you 
automatically collect cargo left by the 
pi rates. This cargo is always a collection of 
three items: gems, hi-techs and narcotics. 
With no load and one cargo hold you col
lect two items; every hold you buy in
creases this number to a maximum of six; 
after th is the number reverts to zero and 
then two again. 

Unt il you start to collect six or more items 

PLA.IET COORDINATES 
ZREISS 1:5:3 
ZBBFBE 2:3:3 
VAXURY 2:3:5 
KEIURI 4 :3:3 
PLAORA 5 :3:2 
YR BOIE 5: 1 : 4 
lAITHE 5:5:5 
JOY ICE 6:2:6 
LLAKKA 8:6:1 
STUOIH 8:2:6 
YYASPI 10: 1:2 

hold 1s more than the maximum listed 
above. you will receive extra. 

For example. if you had one hold with a 
single unit of food. you would collect 1 unit 
of booty, but if you had instead 3 units of 
food you would collect 7 units of booty. 

It is best to tailor the results so that you 
recieve 5 units of booty, wh ich is the max
imum safe number. 

For example, if you have 1 hold, carry 5 
units of cargo, if you have two holds carry 
either 15 or 9 units of cargo. with three 
holds carry 1, 11, 19 or 25 units of cargo. 

Don't forget: always pay import taxes 
and avoid narcotics. 

Upgrades 

II you take my advice and start trading bet
ween Tasvee and Stuori then upgrades will 
be readily available to you . Don't be temp
ted to buy extras for you r ship as soon as 
you have enough money, wait till you have 
about twice the amount of money you 
need, in case of disaster. 

Always expand your cargo hold first. 

which increases the cash you gain per trip 
if you use a full cargo hold . Follow this up 
with fuel tanks, then lasers, then computer 
expansions. 

Once you have all of these buy the drill
ing kit , eight wellcaps and a hyperdrive. 
With all this done, you are on your own. 

Drilling 

Find an asteroid with a reserve ol at least 10 
and find its weakest point in the crust. Us
ing a NEW drill. start drilling, stopping 
every time the drill bit reaches about 40 
degrees. and allow it to cool. Once the 
asterbuggy is full then cap the well. 

Go to a space station (you won 't find one 
in the same galaxy) and sell your load. 
Once this is done, it's worth waiting a few 
lifetimes while the value of asteroil goes 
backup again . And get yourself a new dri ll. 

The Prophet 

Once you have collected cash in the region 
of a few bill ion credits you should start to 
receive telexes from the prophet; fly to 
Phaare and you will receive a shard. All 
that remains is to fly down the nearest 
black hole. 

Universe two is a nasty place. 
Everyth ing costs ten times as much , there 
are dead ships to be salvaged, and worst of 
all the save games don't work because of a 
bug in the program. Last but not least, even 
though the names of the cargo items don't 
change, you'll have to find new initials for 
them . except the luxuries. The names are 
supposed to change, but another bug in 
the program prevents it. 

Finally, if you do get stuck and need con
tinual help I can supply a completed ver· 
sion of my editor program that runs on ALL 
Dragons for £1 plus 75p for postage and 
packing. Just send your request to : Jul ian 
Brown, 2 Lavendar Cottages, Salmon's 
Lane. Prestwood, Bucks HP16 OPY. Don't 
forget to include your own address. and 
don't forget the money, or you may not 
receive anything! 
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READPC 

Martin Vermeer devises aprogram to read PC discs on a 

A program to read DragonDOS diskettes 
on a PC llas been available from Com
pusense for some time now. One of my 
friends who owns both a Dragon and PC is 
very happy with it it is well made and easy 
to use. Personally however I have been 
much more interested in software to tJo the 
reverse: transfer PC software in Basic, 
Pascal and C to run on my little Dragon. 

The problem 
More than a year ago I was faced with a 
professional need to get a number of large 
files from a PC diskette into my Dragon . 
The solution I chose was to purchase the 
PC-READ software from D.P. Johnson 
an American professional OS-9 pro
grammer - which is made for the Color 
Computer and also runs on the Canadian
made Sardis ST-2900. The latter machine 
is the one used by a friend of mine - he 
built it himself from the circu it boards 
and I asked him to transfer my files to Color 
Computer OS-9 format diskettes, which 
the Dragon can read . 

A litt le complicated, though . I suppose 
there must be many Dragonists who would 
like to use some of the supposedly abun
dant PC software on their home machine, 
or who use a PC at work and have made 
programs and texts for it which they would 
like to use at home also. There might be 
even frustrated PC owners fascinated by 
the idea of upgrading to the Dragon's 
superior operating system, but held back 
by the difficulty of transferring their 
materials . Anyway, those days are over 
now, as the following programs allow tor 
the easy and quick transfer of even large 
Ascii files - texts, software sou rce codes, 
whatever - from MS-DOS diskettes to 
either DragonDOS or OS-9. 

Using READPC 
Accompanying this text is a Dragon Basic 
listing of a program wh ich will read an MS
DOS diskette, present you witll a directory 
and transfer the fi le chosen by you by 
number to .. . a cassette tape, as a Dragon 
Basic Ascii file. This unconventional solu
tion was chosen (1) to allow single-drive 
owners to use it and (2) not to place any 
limit on transferable file size. 

LOAD the program and RUN it; wait until 
the MS-DOS directory appears on the 
screen . Clloose the ti le to be transferred by 
number and press ENTER. Make sure the 
tape recorder is connected and ready, and 
an empty cassette lined up and ready to 
record, and both Play and Record buttons 
down. Especially with large files, the 
transfer may take some time, so be patient. 

Dragon 
In case the directory is larger than the 

sc~en, you can stop the listing by pressing 
the shifted AT key. You can repeat the direc
tory listing by just pressing ENTER, ie by 
specifying file numberO. A limitat ion of this 
program is that it only 'sees' fi les in the MS
DOS root directory. 

Be careful if you are transferring text fi les 
in a non-British European language: the 
'extra' cllaracters which occur in Spanish, 
German and Swedisll/Finnish are treated 
by MS-DOS in a way which violates the 
Ascii standard. Where Ascii has those 
characters in the same places as the 
British or US Ase ii set has square brackets, 
braces and the like, IBM has been creative 
in using 8-bit codes instead . All 8-bil codes 
are rep laced by READPC with question 
marks. So are braces and other characters 
that the Dragon 's cassette 1/0 system does 
not recognise. In case you want these 
transferred - important in for example C 
source code - you should either replace 
them on your PC, or be prepared to correct 
them afterwards on your Dragon. 

The above program puts your file to 
cassette as an Ascii file, which can be read 
by word processors like Telewriter. Alter
natively, a Basic program can access the 
file as a data file by using the well known 
LINE INPUT $-1 statement, which reads 
exactly one line of text(from carriage return 
to carriage return) from the tile into a single 
text string. 

If your text happens to be a Microsoft 
Basic program, you can try to load it 
straight away into the memory and edit it by 
the Dragon's own line editor. It is likely 
however that it needs some cleaning up 
before this works. 

Getting to 05·9 
To transfer the file from tape further to OS-9 
requires additional software written to 
transfer Ascii tape files in general to OS-9. 
Note the bu ilding block approach : the 
OS-9 ph i losoplly is addictive! What I did 
was simply wri te an OS-9 device driver tor 
the Dragon's cassette recorder; it treats 
the device as a sequential character file 
which is only capable of input. With the 
driver goes a descriptor, a little tab le of 
values defin ing the settings of the 
peripheral device. I obtained both by 
disassembl ing and suitably patching the 
ACIA51 serial port driver and its /T1 
descriptor. 

Perhaps these programs could be 
streamlined a little more, but they have 
been tested and work as they are. Jn order 
to use them, assemble these source codes 
an d1 let them reside in your execution di rec
tory. Ready your cassette, BOOT OS-9 
(always before every transfer) and load the 

modules CASS, CR, and COPY or LIST. 
To get your file on the screen, you would 
write: 

OS9:1ist /er (ENTER), 

but presumably you are more intereste<1 in 
file transfer: this works with COPY as 
fo llows: 

OS9 :copy /er pathname (ENTER) 

C'leaning up 
When listing the file received, you will 
generally notice that it contains bes ides 
carriage returns (Asci i 13) also line feeds 
(Asc ii 10). This is typical tor MS-DOS Asci i 
files, but the Dragon wants on ly carriage 
returns. A second probem is that the 
casette 1/0 system has generated spurious 
carriage ruturns in the file. 

Both problems are corrected by the 
following little program 'f', which is written 
in Basic09. Write it in, SAVE it, PACK ii and 
use it together with RunB, as follows : 

OS9:f ( oldfile ) newfile (ENTER), 

which will produce a new file with the pro
per amount of carriage returns. At the end 
of the file there will still be some junk 
however, but that is easily edited out. 
READPC does not check for the precise 
file length of an MS-DOS fi le. 

Nonstandard formats 
I have succeeded in reading at least the 
720K 3.5)in MS-DOS diskettes used in 
many portable machines by the following 
modifications : 1) change the parameter 
DSTART in line 50 to 7 2) change line 130to: 

130 FOR LSN=FS TO FS + 2 

For other formats , other parameters 
should be cllanged (number of sides, 
number of sectors per track) , but I have no 
experience with this. There are plenty of 
good books on MS-DOS disc structure (in 
public libraries, for example) to help you, 
as well as the excellent (and extensively 
stolen) Norton's Utilities. 

You could also cannibalise a general
purpose disc browsing utility from the 
READPC sector read routine. When doing 
so, be aware that this routine is literally 
general-purpo~e, and not limited to sector 
sizes of 256 bytes, but reads any sector 
size. Atthe moment. the sector read is dou
ble density only, but even this limitation 
can be removed: the Dragon hardware 
supports single density disc 1/0 and only 
waits tor the programmer to use it! 
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Listing 1 

LISTING 1 : READPC for OragonDOS . 

10 	 PRINT"wait •.. ":PCLE1\Rl :CLEAR4000,29900:GOSUB1050 
20 	 REM nsec SECTORS/ TRACK, fstart FILE ALUX: TABLE STAR'T' 
30 	 REM dstart DIRECTORY START , ~sides NO. OF SIDES 
40 	 REM csize CLUSTER SIZE , cl FIRST CLUSTER SECTOR NO. 
50 	 NSEC=9:FSTART=l: DSTll.RT=5: KSTDES• 2 :CSIZ E=2:Cl =l 2 
60 	 REM mai n progr3rn of readpc 
70 	 S1$="":S2$• "":S3$= '":5$• "12345678 123" 
BO 	 DIM DR$(112) :FOR I= l '1'0 112 :DR$ (I)=STRING$(11,0) 

: NEXT I 
90 	 DIM l\T(ll2) ,BY (l12) ,FP(l l2) 
100 	CLS : PRINT '110, "re!!dpc": PRINT: 

PRIN'I'l'AB 181 "READS pc DISKE'ITES": 
PRIN'M'AB(10)"0N THE dr3qon": PRI 
PRINTTABl3 l" (cl 1987 BY mar in vermcer" 

110 	 PRIN'T:PRINT: TNPlTT"' dr ivc: ":DV 
120 	 FE=l 
130 FOR LS •FS TO FS+l 
140 GOSUB640 :GOSUB290 :GOSUB710 
150 	 NEXT LSN 
160 	DE=l 
170 	FOR LSNmDS TO Cl-1 
180 	GOSUB 640:GOSUB290:GOSUB 500 
190 NEXT LSN 
200 GOSUB210:GOSUB770:GOSUB200 
210 REM pr i nt directory 
220 PRINT 
230 FOR I=l TO DE-1 
240 AS=LEFTS (DRS (I) , l) : IF A$ >="A"OR AS <• " ' • THEN 270 
250 PRINT I:DR$(I); 
260 IF NOT (AT(Ill\ND&HJE)Tl!EN 

PRIN'I'USING"SSSSSS ssss· ; RY (T) ;FP (I) ELSE PRINT • 
270 NEXT I 
280 RETURN 
290 REM disk $~ctor read rou ti c 
jO[ REM for ms - dos disk form11t 
310 BUFFER=30100:ADDR=30003 
320 POKE&HFF4a,&H04+DV-l: ' START MCYl'OR , SEL DRTVE 
330 POKE ADDR- l , &H24+DV-l: ' SETUP DRIVE VAR 
340 FOR I= l TO 2:POKE&HPF4 0 ,&H57 
350 IF PEEK(&HFF40l AND 1 THEN 350 
360 NEXT I 
370 POKE&HFF40, 3: ' RESTORE 
380 IF PEEK(&HFF40) AND 1 THEN 380 
390 IF TRl<=O THEN 430 
400 FOR I=l TO TRK: POKE&ffFF40 ,&H57 
410 IF PEEK(&HPP40) ANO l THEN 410 
420 NEXT I 
430 POKE l\DDR- 2,S IDE 
440 POKE&HFF42,SEC 
450 EXEC ADDR: ' SECTOR READ ROUTINE 
460 REM sector read st11 t is t ics : 
470 NBYT=PEEK (BUF-2) *256+PEEK(BUF- l) -BUF 
4BO PRINT NBY'T;"BY'l'ES FOUND " 
490 RETURN 
500 REM SH ve directory entries 
510 PRINT"GETTING dir ... " 
520 FOR I•l TO 16 
530 AT(DEJ=PEEK(BUF+11+32*( I-ll) 
540 BA• BUF+28+3 2• (I-l) 
550 BY(DE)=PEEK(BA)+256*(PEEK IBA+l)+256*PEE KIBA+2)) 
560 BA• BUF+26+32*(I -1} 
570 FP(DE}=PEEK (BA) +256*PEE K(BA+l) 
580 	 BA=BUF+32*(I-l ) 
590 	 SP•VARPTR(S$) 
600 	POKE SP+2,INT(BJ\/256) :POKE SP+3,BI\ AND 255:POKE SP,11 
610 	 MID$ (DR$(DE) ,l)=S$ 
620 	 DE=DB+l:NEXT I 
630 	 RETURN 
640 	 REM lsn TO tRK,sEC,hEAD conversion 
650 	REM lsn = lOGICAL SECTOR nUMBER 
660 	TRK• INT(LSN/(NSEC*KSIDES)) 
670 	SEC=LSN- NSEC*KSIDES*TRK+l 
6BO IF SEC>NSEC THEN SIDB• &HBA: SEC=SEC-NSEC l':LSE 

SIDE• &H88 
690 PRINT:PRINT "lsn";LSN;"t";TRK; 

"s ";SBC;"h"; (S!DE-&HBB) /2: "==========" 
700 RETURN 
710 REM get FAT to ~igh mern : 
720 PRINT"GETTING fat •.. • 
730 FOR I =O TO 511 
740 POKE BtJF+I+512*FE,PEEK(BUF+I) 
750 NEXT I:FE•FE+l 
760 RETURN 
770 REM get file clus ter s & p ri nt 
780 PRINT:INPUT"f ile f'n!MBER:";FI 
790 IF FI <=O THEN RETURN 
BOO PRINT:INPtrr"OUTPUT device (O=SCRN, l•Cl\SS , 

2"PR1NTER ) ";OD: 

IF OD<O OR 00>2 Tf!EN BEEP:GOTOBOO 
810 	 IF OD=l THEN OPEN"0",§-1 ,"PC-FILE" 
B20 	 PT=FP IF I } :PS=BY( FI} :GOSUB940 
B30 	 REM get cluster 
840 	 LSN•Cl+CS*(PT-2) :GOSUB64 0:GOSUB 290 
850 	 GOSUB990 
860 	 LSN=C l +CS *(PT-2J+l :GOSUB640 :GOSUB290 
B70 	 GOSUB 990 
880 	PA~BUF+512+1 . 5*PT 
B90 	 IF PA=IN'l'(PI\) THEN PT=PEEK(PA)+(PEEK(PA+l ) 

AND 15)•256 
ELSE PT:IN'l'(PEEK(PA- 0.5) /16) + PEEK( PA+0 . 5) *16 

900 	 FS=FS-1024 
910 	 I F FS>O THEN 840 
920 	 CWSES-1 
930 	 RETURN 
940 	 REM point t o sector 
950 	 SP=VARPTR(Sl$) :POKE SP+2 , INT( BUF/ 256l: 

POKE SP+J ,BUF /\ND 255 :POKE SP,200 
960 SP=VARP1'R(S2$) :POKE SP+2,INT((BUF+200) /256} : 


POKE SP+J, (BUF+200) AND 255 :POKE SP , 200 

970 SP=VARPTR (S3 $) :POKE SP+2,INT((BUF+400) / 256 ) : 


POKE SP+3, (BUF+ 400) AND 255:POKE SP,112 

9 8 0 RE1"llRN 
990 REM print sect or 
1000 PRIN'TS-OD,Sl$;S2$;S3$;:RETURN 
1050 FOR !=29901 1'0 29914:RBAD X:POKE I,X:NEXT l :P.XEC29901 
1060 DATA 4B,l40 ,4 ,l91,1,104,57,129,122,35,2 , 134 , 63 , 17 
1100 FOR I=l TO l OO:READ X: POKE 30000+1,X:NEXT I: RETURN 
1110 Dl\TA 	 130,36,52,63 ,26,80, 190, 1,10,175 
1120 Dl\TA 	 140,83,48,140,54, 191,1, 10, 13 4, 255 
1130 DATA 	 31,139 ,16, 142,255,255,48 , 140,70,150 
1140 DATA 	 35, 138,1,151, 35 , 150 ,34,230, 140, 216 
US O DATA 	 215,64,166,140,2 12 , 151 ,72, 150,35 ,43 
1160 Dl\TA 	 10,49,63,38,248,32,14,214,35,4 2 
1170 Dl\TA 	 252,150,67, 214,34,167,128,32,244,50 
1180 DATA 	 108,214,34,15,72,175 ,140 ,19, 174,140 
1190 DATA 	 14, 175 ,14 1 ,198, 28,53 ,63,57,198,23 
1200 DATA 	 53 ,63, 57,57,80,198,247,58,252, 255 

Listing 2 

* 
* LISTING 2: Cass Dr agon casset t e read drive r 

mod c assend ,cassnam ,$El,S8 1 , cassent, cassmem .. 
11.Dconv 	 equ $ff20 
motor 	 equ $ff2 1 

* 
pwc rmb $1 pu lse width counter 

pointer rmb $1 

length rmb $1 

bi t ent rmb $1 

bpf rmb $1 hit phase flaq 

buffer rmb $0120 

cassmem equ 

* 

FCB $03 

cassnam FCs "Cass n 


FCB $05 


* 
cassent 	 LBRA init 


LBRA read 

LBRA wr ite 

LB RA qetstat 

LBR/\ setstat 

LBAA 	 term 

* 
getAD i nc pwc,U 


db ADconv 

r:orb 

r: t s 

* 
getwave 	 clr pwc , U 


tst bpf , U 

bne phset 
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phclr 
tac 

bsr 
bsr 

t ic 
getAD 

wr ite comb 
ldb §245 write error 

bee 
rts 

t ac .. rts 

phset 
tic 

bsr 
bsr 
bes 

tac 
getAD 
tic 

gets tat 

.. 
clrb 
rts 

i: t s sets tat egLJ gets tat .. term equ qetstat 
bitin bsr 

ldb 
getwave 
pwc,U 

* 
ini orcc §$50 

decb lbsr c srdon sta r t c assette 
cmpb S$l2 lbsr · bytin 

.. 
bytin 

rts 

lda 
Sta 

S$8 
bitcnt,U 

c m pa 
bne 
lbsr 
pshs 

S$00 
err246 
bytin 
a 

not ready er ro r 

nextb it bsr b i tin nextbyt lbsr bytin 
rora dee , s 
dee b i tcnt,U bne nex t byt 
bne nextblt puls a 
rts lbsr bytin 

* lbs r bytin 
bump clr pwc,U clr pointer,u 

bsr tic clr length,U 
bra sl bsr cas of f 

pit clr 
bsr 

pwc,u 
tac 

andcc 
rts 

S$af 

sl ldb 
cmpb 
bhi 

pwc,U 
§$12 
s2 

* 
e rr246 bsr 

comb 
casoff 

set c bit 
cmpb 
rts 

ssoa ldb 
andcc 

S246 
SSaf 

s2 clt bitcnt,U rts 

.. rts 
(ead orcc ssso 

cason 

delay 

* 

lda 
ora 
sta 
ldx 
leax 
bne 
r s 

motor 
S$8 
motor 
S$8000 
- 1 ,x 
delay 

ldb 
bne 

bs r 
lbs r 
cmpa 
beq 
lbsr 
sta 

poi nte r , u 
getchar 
cs rd on 
bytin 
§$ f f 
err211 
by t in 
length,U 

ge t bl ock first 

end of fi l e 

cs rd on 

loop 
el 

bsr 
c l r 

bsr 
bsi: 

cason 
bitcnt,U 

phclr 
bump 

state mach ine: 
read s bits 010101 

el <0 - 0+> e2 

nextb 

pshs 
l eax 
lbsr 
s ta 
dee 
bne 

a 
buf fer+$10, U 
by tin 
, X+ ; store 
,s 
nextb 

into bu ffe r 

e2 
bhi 
bsr 
blo 
i nc 

e3 
pit 
e4 
bitcnt,U 

l+ 
v 
e3 <1+ 1- > 

1
v 
e4 

puls 
lbsr 
lbs r 
lbsr 

a 
bytin 
bytin 
c asof f 

l da bitcnt, U 0 0+ clrb 

e3 

cmpa 
bra 
bs r 

§$60 
ou t 
pit 

v 
dee 
$60 

v 
inc 
$00 

* 
getchar leax 

abx 
bufEer+$10,U 

e4 
bh i 
bsr 

e l 
bump 

lda 
i ncb 

,X 

out 

blo 
dee 
lda 
add a 
bne 
sta 

e2 
b itcnt, u 
bitcnt , U 
§$60 
l oop 
bpf , U 

over 
exit 

cmpb 
blo 
clr 
bra 
inc 
clrb 

l ength , U 
over 
pointer ,u 
ex it 
pointer ,u 

* andcc S$af 

again 
clra 
lbsr b i t i n .. rts 

ro r a accumulate bi t s e rr 211 lbs r casoff 
cmpa S$3c look fo r svnc bvte comb 
bne aga i n ldb S211 

* 
rts andcc 

rts 
§$af 

c aso fE lda motor * 
anda 
Sta 
i: t s 

ssn 
mo or cassend 

emod 
EQU 
END 

• 
* 
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* LISTING 3: / CR Dr agon casse tte reader device 
descriptor 

mod crend ,crnam ,$ fl ,$81,cren t, crmem 
* 

rmb $31 
crmem equ 
* 

FCB $03 
res $FF 
FCB $FF 
FCB $0 4 
FCB $1A 
FCFI $0 0 
FCB $00 
FCB $01 
FCB $0 0 
FCB $0 0 
PCB $00 
FCB soo 
PCB $0 0 
FCB $18 
FCB $08 
FCB $18 
FCB $OD 
FCB $1B 
F'CB $04 
FCB $01 
FCB Sl7 

' 

FCB $03 
PCB $0 5 
FCB $08 
FCB $07 
FCB $60 
FCB $1E 
FCB $00 
FCB $2C 
FCB $00 

• 
FCB $00 

crnam 
crent 

fcs 
fcs 

"CR " 
.,scf '' 

desc r ipt or 
associa t ed 

nam@ 
file manager 

res "Cass " associated driver name 

emod 
crend BQU " 

LISTING 4 : Cleanup procedure (Basic09) 

PROCEDURE f 
0000 DI M c: BYT'E: 
0007 WH I LE OT (EOF(SO)) DO 
0011 GET §0,c 
OO l A IF c>31 AND c<l28 THEN PUT §l , c 
00 35 ENDI F 
0037 I F c~S OA 'l'REN c5$0D ~ PT.fl' Sl , c 
0054 ENOIF 
0056 ENDWHILE 

(where •O• stands for " backslash" and "S" for "hash") 

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR DRAGON 
With our great value hardware and software: 

SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 64 DISK SOFTWARE 
For Dragondos (please state veTSion) 
BASIC 42 Extended Basic £14.95 
Print on hi·res screen. wi1h stanelards prion1 commancfs 
using a 42by 24 layolll, redelinable Chara.Cler sets, windows, 
invened video, underhn.ng. ropea1ing l<SylS "'1c. Still 23335 
by1es free oBASIC. 

Extra Utilities for BASIC 42 
HELP UTILITY £5.00 
Ch..,,9e curs01 character, scroll d1sallle. pause listing. 
BREAK disable, improved TRON. help and error messages. 

SPOOL UTILI TY £5.00 
Use Computer whi le printing. 3.SK print buffer. 

ICONS UTILITY £5.00 
Put icons in your programs! Controlled by cursor or JOYS1'Ck 
Commands lodefine. dear. load and save icon pos<llons and 
windows. 

STAUCTUR UTILITY £5.00 
Slructvred BASIC on the Dragon . Al lows named 
procedures. 1mprovoo loop controls with WHILE . WE D, 
REPEAT.. UNTtLelc. 

DOS UTILITY £5.00 
Enier all DOS commands. ph.1s LIST. EDff elc by cursor or 
i0YS11ck. 

KLICK UTILITY £14.14.95 
Po1n1 and click operation ol 1he entire sys1em.v th pull-daNn 
menus, pointer dialogue bol< , control bultons and M lp 
mess<19es. Includes selectiYe dlrec1ories. repeating 
commands, improved edll1ng, se1up module. Desklop 
aocessones include a d1S!<.-based spooler. memo pad , 
snaps/101. and JO!ler. 

SPECIAL OFFER: BASIC 42 + KUK £24.95 

HARDWARE 
VI GLEN 40JBO track drives, Inc Cartridge: 

Slngle 0rlve (180-72K) £189.95 
Dual Drive (360·1440K) £289.95 
Drives only : system price LESS £70.00 
Add·on second drive with " data duck " t134.95 

Superdos Cartridge with manual £75.00 
Superdoscont roller (DOSchip only) t10.00 
Blankdisks (pectcs ol 10): 

40 track doubte·slded £4 .95 
80 track doubte·slded £5.95 

Olsl! llbrary bo~ (hOld.s 10) £2.75 
Disk Headcteanerdisk £4.75 

MACGOWAN SOFTWARE 
For Dragon 32164 with Dragondos/Cumana DOS 
PRINTER CONTROL • FROM £24.95 
Autxt AND graphics processor 
DUMPER • FROM £5.95 
Versa1l1e re-locatable screen dump program 
COLOR PRINT • FROM £6·.50 
PMODE 3 screen dump program 
STARLITE •FROM £8.00 
l.Jghlpen so ware, with printer dump 
MONITOR/ASSEMBLER ·FROM £15.00 
Primer orienl9d assembler 

• Prices vary w1111 pr1n1er . plea~ specify 

For Dragon 32164 with 
Dragondos/Cumana DOS 
Pixie (Mindsoft) £14.95 
lcon·driven drawing program . Requires joystick. 

DSKDREAM (Grosvenor) £19.95 
The standard Dragon Editor/Assembler 

D.R.S (Grosvenor) £9.95 
Ma.chine code database. On tape. for d isk 

SOURCEMAKER (Pamcomms) £.8.50 
Disassembler for use with OSKDREAM 

DISK-KIT (Pamcomms) £.9.95 
Son ou1 your disk problems, errors etc 

MONEYBOX (Harris) t14.99 
Home and small business accounts program 

MAILBOX (Harris) £16.99 
Selective mailing list program 

SHAREBOX (Harris) £.16.99 
Manage yo"r stocks and shares 

SALESBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Balance brought forward Sales Ledger 

BILLSBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Balance brought orward Purchase Ledger 

CASHBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Double·entry Nominal Ledger 

STOCKBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Full-featured Stock Control program 

ORDERBOX (Harris) £16.99 
lnvolcl ng Ii nked to Sales or Stock 

Prices indude UK postage. Overnight del ivery (UK) ADO LS 


Cheq ues/P.O.'sJFurther det<lils/dealer enquiries to: 


HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE 

49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 4HP Tel: (01) 570 8335 DR7:l 
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How green is my black 

Paul Reid gets bored with black on green, and invents an inversion. 

THE video display generator (vdg) chip in 
the Dragon , the one that dictates that we 
are stuck with a rea lly rather bland black
on-green text display and black screen 
border, is the Motorola MC684YP, located 
on the main board near(on the Dragon) the 
cassette and joystick sockets. 

Consulting the specification sheet for 
this particular chip, I discovered that pin 32 
can be used to invert the screen colours in 
Alpha (text) mode. This is done by ground
ing the pin. since normal video is displayed 
with pin 32 'high' at +5 volts. As with most 
mods however, there is a trade-off : the 
normal inverse video characters , the lower 
case set , are not generated in this way and 
are unaffected by the mod. This has both 
advantages and disadvantages. On the 
plus side, a Basic program listing on the 
screen which includes lower case text 
intended for output to a printer, will appear 
as ·nor"rtial ' text - but inverted along with 
everything else, rather than as blocks of in
verted characters which if they have upper 
case characters mixed in with them . 
makes the who le thing very difficult to 
read. On the minus side, it is difficult at 
times when inputting lower case text in the 
inverted state, to know whether you are in 
upper or lower case mode! 

Not Ascii 

A second trade-off is that because the 
cursor is not an Alpha asci i character, it 
does not invert . Instead, it becomes a 
flashing black graphics block on a black 
background - somewhat difficult to see! 

Nonetheless. these apparent problems 
can be overcome. The essence of th is 
modification is that it is switchable - even 
during the running of a program , so that if 
confusion exists. simply by switching 
back to normal video, the display instantly 
returns to the or iginal format. Moreover, 
the problem of the 'missing' cursor can be 
overcome by replac ing the graphics block 
with a hyphen or other Alpha character 
using the routine published in DU a while 
ago. (DU - how about reprinting the item 
referred to?) (At the time of asking I still 
haven't managed to identify it- Ed.) . 

The advantages of using this method to 
achieve inverted display are considerable 
when it is considered how much Basic 
programming is required to ach ieve in
verted spaces and punctuation marks in 
print statements! 

Here then . are the instructions for carry
ing out the mod which requires only the 
(careful) use of a soldering iron , preferably 
low wattage with a miniature tip, a drill for 
making the hole in the case in which to fit 

the switch and the switch itself , a single 
pole double throw (spdt) type along with 
three lengths of insulated wire each about 
40cm long . Switch off and disconnect the 
power supply. 

I discovered 

that pin 32 


can be used to 

invert the 


screen colons 

in Alpha 


(text) mode 

(see f igure 1). On some boards, the vdg is 
fitted in a socket , if this is so with yours, 
remove the chip taking not to bend the 
legs. An IC fitting/removing tool should be 

After separating the two halves of the 
Dragon 's case by removing the fou r screws 
located one in each corner of the base 
(well , there may be some Dragon owners 
who haven't been inside theirs yet') . drill a 
suitable sized hole in the most convenient. 
accessible place for the switch . remember 
that you will want to be able to operate it 
while using the computer. Identify pin 
number 32 of the vdg chip and also pin 20 
used if possib le. Bend pin 32 outwards so 
that it is at 90 degrees to the other pins and 
solder one end of the three lengths of wire 
onto it. The other end of the wire should be 
so ldered to the centre (common) pin of the 
switch . Next , solder one end of the second 
piece of wire to the upper wide part of pin 
20. taking care not to bend the pin or to get 
solder on the th in lower part . The other end 
of the wire should be soldered to either of 
the two remaining pins of the switch . The 
third length of wire must be soldered 
between the remaining pin on the switch 
and the socket which pin 32 normally fi ts 
into. II on your Dragon , like mine, the vdg 
chip is soldered directly to the board , pin 32 
should either be de-soldered (using braid 
or a pump from the underside of the board) 
and carefully pu lled back through the 
board, or cut with a pair of side-cutters as 
close to the board as possible. 

If it was removed, the vdg chip can now 
be refitted, taking care that pin 32 does not 
make contact with the wire now soldered in 
its place. Fit the switch to the case in the 
drilled hole and reassemble the case. Re
connect the power supply, monitorltv lead 
and switch on. Don't worry if the display is 
normal. operate the new switch and see 
what happens! 

Ten minutes 

The next invertion wi ll in no way aflect 
the computer's operation . or necess itate 
any program changes, but if like me you 
are tired of that black-on-green display. it 
makes a refreshing change! Even if you are 
not a wizard with the soldering iron , pro
vided you are careful not to use too much 
solder, you should have no prob lems and 
the resu lts are well worth the 10 minutes or 
so to do the modification and the cost , 
which is only a few pence. 

(Although this mod has been tried and 
tested, as usual. the author and Dragon 
User can accept no responsibility for any 
problems arising from the modification. We 
a/so suggest that you don't attempt a 
modification, even a simple one, inside your 
computer unless you are experienced at 
construction.) 
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Write to 'The Expert' at Dragon User Expert's Arcade Arena 12-13LittleNewportst
London WC2H 7PP. 

HELLOandwelcome. l'dliketo 
start this month's column with 
a handy POKE which makes all 
games load four times as fast, 
operate with infinite lives and 
play that national anthem. Un· 
fo rtunatelw I can't. But•1 've got 
lots of other goodies for you in· 
stead , including the first of the 
answers to the questions 
which I set in January. Please 
keep your letters coming in, ex
pecially those entries in the 
software survey. At present, 
Shocktrooper and Rommel's 
Revenge are the hottest con
tenders for the all time best ar
cade game, and Ed Scio has 
received over 75% of the votes 
and looks l ike winning the ti tle 
of best programmer. That is, as 
dear Esther would say, unless 
you know better! 

And so to business. As pro
mised , here's some more from 
the one and only James Bon 
fie ld. Mr. Goodmeadow pro
vides us with a new POKE for 
Pitfiend from Pocket Money. 

Pltflend cheat 

Load the game using pro
gram C (see Dragon User 
September 1987) coupled 

with (to change maze): 

20 POKE7921,x:POKE7932,x 

where x is a number 0-255 
(default 3) 

Unfortunately, I'm having a bit 
of trouble with this one. As 

James himself said , " It's a 

dodgy, experiment". And now 

for another grand unveiling 

from James, the final 

messages in Copta Snatch 


. (but a good question is, 'did he 

play the game to get 'them?'. 

Over to you, James. 

"In Copta Snatch, when you 
land on the last platform. the 
screen displays: 

RETURN TO HO TO 

COMPLETE MISSION 


On return ing, the final 
message is: 

MISSION COMPLETED 

He also says that while this is 
displayed, the computer plays 
a tune and 'springy things fly 
around the screen', but if you 
ask me it's only a little recogni
tion for such a mammoth effort 
needed to complete the game! 

James sent me a few maps, 
the Escape map being par
ticu larly interesting, but unfor
tunately, we weren't able to 
print it. I've listed below a few 
points to remember if you draw 
a map and would like us to con
sider printing ,it. No more 
Copter Snatch maps please! 

1. Always use plain paper. If 
you need squares then slot a 
sheet of graph paper or 
squared paper underneath 
your plain and it will show 
through. 
2. Always use a black pen, and 

Communication 
Problem: I am finding difficulty any condition for the Dragon . 
in obtaining floating joysticks. Can repair if broken . 
Name: Scott Hadden Name: Dennis Gates 
Address: 336, Cluny Place, Address: 194 Bek Road , 
Glenrothes, Fife KY? 40Y. Newton Hall Estate, Durham . 

Problem: Need a printer cable Problem: I am looking for an 
for MCP-40 printer/plotter. original copy of Hotel on 
Name: Duncan Chambers Mayfair by Oatacom. I will pay 
Address: 30 Park Avenue, £4.00 for it . 
South Shields, Tyne & Wear. Name: P. MacMil lan 

Address: Rose Cottage, 
Problem: I need an Edit Plus Oakwood Road, Sling, Nr. 
cartridge for Dragon 32164. Coleford , Glos. GL 16 SJG. 
Name: WA Slater 
Addres.s: 44 Hope St., Bramp Problem: Wanted : disc based 
ton , Chesterfield , Derbyshire word processor, Telewriter or 
S401DG Tandy Scripsit, suitable for 

Dragon 32. Write to me. 
Problem: Wanted : one Name: Andy Fell 
Dragon control ler for an un Address: 17 Gorse Farm 
employed person. Also wanted Road , Thornhill Park, Nun
for a youth club - joysticks in eaton CV11 6TH . 

preferably not something 
which blots, smudges, or goes 
patchy. Colours won't show up. 
3. Try to ensure that lettering 
and details are really clear. 
4. Maps should be large 
enough to be clear but 
preferably no larger than A4, 
and lettering should be of a 
readable size. 

These technicalities should 
enable us to bring your efforts 
to the world if the opportunity 
arises. 

And now for Total Eclipse 
fans (wake up Joe Brincat, are 
you recieving me?) . Two loyal 
servants, Peter Macmillan and 
David Linsley, have repl ied to 
question 2 of January's pleas, 
and I am pleased to announce 
that Universe II does in fact ex
ist. Peter informs me that it 's a 
crazy world in which you trade 
in Chalk Dust , Blue Socks, Fog 
and Kangaroos. (Weird! ·nuff 
said.) 

He also offers a helping 
hand to those who have 
Universe II and want to know 
how to play it - he thinks peo
ple are in such a situation, but I 
don't know why! 

Thank you Peter and David. 
But the way, David, I'm not any 
of the people you suggested, 
especially Kenny Everett 

AND NOW THIS ... I must 
give you a Wizard's Quest 
POKE, so no-one else sends it 
in. I've had so many people 
send it to me that I've forgotten 
both thei r names (yawn). To 

give credit where credit is due, 
thank you Tom Wi lkinson, 
James Bonfield, Michael Dunn 
and Sean Neale. 

Wizard's Quest cheat 

Load using program C, 

coupled with: 


20 POKE 26494,33 


This gives infinite lives. 


And now, with most of the of
ficial business out of the way, 
you and I must have a serious 
talk. Sit down and pull your 
Dragon User up closer 
because I want a private word. 

Now, I don't ask much of you 
folks, so you could at least 
grant me this one, tiny request. 
NO MORE CLEVER PEN 
NAMES PLEASE! Yes, you . I 
refer to you , of course, Dudley 
the Incredible Games Playing 
Goldfish. I don't want to be her
ring any more from you under 
this name as I cod very angry 
and discredit your carp pen 
name, so on your pike! For 
those interested , this fishy 
fel low, who sent me a most 
unusual letter, is in fact Simon 
Harrison , so now that you know 
his real name you 'll never take 
him seriously again II 

Yet again I've reached the 
end of another page, so I must 
sign off. Keep you r letters com
ing in , and lend your eyes next 
month for some help of 
Catacomb Crisis. 

Communication 
Write down your problem on the coupon below (make it as brief 
and legible as possible) together with your name and addres 
and send it to Communication, 12/13 Little Newport Street, 
London WC2H 7PP. 

Problem ................................... . 


......................................... 


Name ••.•••.•••••••.•......•..•.....•••... 

Addr••• .................................. . 
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Down in the dumps 

Dragon Userpresents another screen dump 

Seikosha GP100A 

THIS basic program can dump the con
tents of the Dragon's hi-res screens 0, 2 
and 4 directly to the Seikosha GP100A 
printer, in one of two sizes: mine (about 4in 
by 3in) and large Gust under A4 size). 

After the program has been typed in 
correctly and run, it is simple to use. Full 
instructions are in the program. You simply 
enter the PMODE which the screen in 
question was saved in, the size of the 

dump, and various other mi nor details, and 
the screen file, saved in the normal way 
(created by an art program, or from a game 
screen, etc.) . is then loaded and dumped. 
It is worth pointing out that some util ities 
save screens by different methods. By one 
method, once a screen has been loaded it 
'erases' any program in memory. The pro
gram allows for this: simply load in your 
screen (using CLOADM) beforehand, then 
the dumper program , and then chose 
option 2 from the menu. 

This program is also available on tape 
from myself, priced £2.00 (UK). Cheques/ 
POspayabletoAndrew Hill, 13ParryJones 
Close, Blaina, Gwent NP3 3NH. 

Notes: the Seikosha GP100A uses an 
unusual method of graphics printing. II 
reads 7 bits at a t ime instead of the more 
usual 8. 

PMODE 1 and 3 colour screens can only 
be printed if you change the PMODE to 2 or 
4 so that they are monochrome. 

Andrew Hill 

Dumpe 

10 REM *- ----- - ------------* 
20 REM * - SCREEN DUMPER - * 
3 0 REM • -------- ----- ------ * 
40 REM * lCJ COPYRIGHT ' 8 7 * 
50 REM +-------------------• 
60 REM * WRITTEN BY A.HI LL * 
70 REM *-------------------• 
80 CLEAR 500 
90 CLS 

100 PRINT" ----------------- --- ----- --- ----" ,• 

110 PR INT" * * * s e i k o s h a * * *" 

120 PRINT:PRINT " * s c ,..- e e n * d u m p e r *" 

13 0 PRINT"----------- ---- ------- ----------" · 

140 PRINT " WELCO ME TO ' seikosha screen ~umpe · ,A PROGRAM WH ICH ALLOWS YOU T 

0 ' DUMP ' THE CONTENTS OF YOUR HI-RES SCREEN 10/ 2/ 4) TO THE PR INTER ." 

150 PRINT : P 1$="L25505ABAFAG DEDACABAF AEOA04ABAFAOCCD1ABADDE05 ABADD" 

160 PRIN T" - PRESS THE CSPACEBARJ NOW 

170 l$=I N EY$ 

180 IF l$(}CHR$ C32> THEN GOTO 170 ELSE PLAY P l$ 

190 FDR HOLO=l TO 1000:NEX HOL D 

200 CLS 

21 111 PRlNT:PRINT" ClJ YOU REQUIRE INSTRUCTIONS." 
22111 PRIN : PRIN T" l2J YOUR HI -RES SCREEN HAS ALREADY BE N LOADED IN . " 
230 PRJNT:PRINT" C3 J YOU DO NOT REQUIRE THE l NSTUCTIO NS. " 
2 40 PRINT 
250 INPUT" WHI CH (1/2/3) - " ;IN$ 
260 IF IN$() "1 " AND IN$() "2 " AND IN$<? " 3" THEN GOTO 200 
270 IF lN$="1 " THEN FOR HOLD=0 TO 1000:NEX 1' 11DLD:GOTO 31 
280 IF IN$- "2" DR IN$"'"3 "THEN FOR HOL0=0 TO l000:NEXT HOLD:GOTO 510 
2 90 REM INSTRUCT IONS FOR 
300 REM SCREEN DUMP 
3 10 CLS 
320 'PRINTTABC4)"----------------------" 
330 PRINTTABC4l"sei kosha sc: reen dumper":PRINTTAB <4l "--- --------- ------ 
340 PRINTTABC7 ) " - instructions- " 
350 PRINTTAB ( 7)" -------- ---- --" 

360 PRINT:PRINT" TO USE S.S .D. ALL YOU HAVE TO DD IS TO LOAD IN YOUR HJ-RES 
SCREEN FROM TAPE WHEN AS ED , "; 

370 PRI NT" SET UP (WITH PAPER READY> AND SWITCH ON YOUR PR INTER AND AND L T T 
HIS PROGRAM DO THE REST ! " 
380 PRI NT:PR INT" - PRESS THE CSPACEBAR J NOW -" 
3 90 J$:o:INKEY$ . 
400 IF IS<>CHR$<32> THEN GOTO 390 
410 PLAY PU 
420 FOR HDLD=0 TO 1000:NEX T HOLD:CLS 
430 PRINT " **'************" 
440 PRINT" note-important" 
45111 PRINT" **************" 
460 PRINT : PRINT" IF THIS PROGRAM IS ne~ed WHEN THE HI - RES SCREEN HAS LOADED , 

FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS Ca/b) IN THE INSTRUCTIONS . " 
470 PRINT:PRINT" - PRESS THE [SPACEBARJ NOW -" J
480 l$,,, INKEY$ 
490 IF IS<>CHR$( 32 > THEN GOTO 480 
500 PLAY PlS:FOR HOLD=0 TO 1000:NEX T HOLD 
~10 REM ** MAIN PROGRAM ** 
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Dump C - cont. 
52111 CLS 

53fa PRINT" 
 --------------------------" 
540 PRINT" * seikosha screen dumper *" 

550 PRINT" 
 - ------------------------- It 

560 PRINT:PRINT" WHICH pmode <012/4) WAS YOUR HI-RES SCREEN S AVED IN-" ;: I NPUT 
p 

570 IF P< >0 AND P<>2 AND P <>4 THEN PLAY P1$:GOTO 510 
580 PRINT: INPUT" DD YOU WANT A small OR lar-ge SCR EN DUMP 1S1Ll";SZ$ 
59111 IF SZ$( >''S" AND SZ$( >"L" THEN PLAY Pl$: GOTO 5111! 
600 IF IN$=''2 " THEN GOTO 720 
610 PRJNT : PRI N " - POSTITION YOUR TAPE NOW -" 
620 MOTOR ON:AUDIOON:PRINT:PRINT" - PRESS TH [ SPACEBARJ WHEN - - YOUR "TAF · 

POST IT !ONED ! - " 
6 ....0 SOUND 100,2 
640 1$-IN EY$:1F l$<.>CHR$(32> THEN 640 
650 MOTOROFF:AUOIOOF :SOUND 100, 2 
660 c S : PRINT :PR1NT " PRES play ON Youn CA::>S . TTE F0 LAY F: f.\NO i ·1 •: '.~S A'\i'I f. f-_Y••• 

67111 1$,..INl<EY$ 
b80 IF lN$(7"" THEN 690 ELSE GO 0 670 
690 PMODE P:SCREEN1,0:CLOAOM:SCREEN1,0: 
700 SOUND 100,5 
710 PR I NT: PR I NT" ... loaded . . . I oac:Jed ... 1 o.ar:.F-C •• • " 
720 PLAY P1$ 
7 3 '1 PRINT : PRIN " PRESS AN KEY ~JHD~ vOU · F'F:1NTER [S RLl'..Pr ; [1 F'R lf1 
740 l$=INKEY$:1F 1$' .. ,- "" THEN 751ll _1_5 7 41Zl 
750 IF szs-· s· lHEN 0 10 780 
7b1Zl SZ$="L" THE GOT 960 
7 70 PRINr : rR1 N·r ··er- or - A ERRCJR HA~ E< N MADE SOMEWHEl 'E WHt:. N IN"'l i! lf;( , H'\JL' !T 
HAS GONE PAST T H VALIDATION f:HELh ••. i H t- 'RUbkAM W ~ LL NQV.: J:lf re·-r ·_l:- .. iu-• ! . " 
780 ' SMA L S kEEN DUMP ROUIIN 
790 PRlNT -2 , CHR$\ 13l 
800 PMDD P , 1: SCREEN! , ( 
910 PRINT £-./ 1 ChR$ <8) 

820 F R X=0 TO 191 STEP 7 
8 30 FOR Y=0 TO 2~5 
840 A=PPOINT(,,ll+PPOJNTCY,X+ll•2+~~U INf 1Y ,X+2J +4+PF'Ol~ ' , A + ~i •h·~~UiC • i 1~ ,X+4'* 
D~~PuINT<Y ,X+5l•3 +PPOINrcv , +b l *64+12s 

~50 PR INT£ - 2 , CH $CAJ; 
860 NEXT Y 
870 PRINT£-~,CHR$C1 3 > ; 

880 PRINT£-2 , CHR$(8) · 
890 NE J(T X 
900 PRlNT -2 , CHRS\15) 
910 CLS : PRINT :PRIN r" finished ' ..• o.i- •.• '· 

920 PRINT : INPUT" 00 YOU WANT ANOTHER COPY •. Y/ !\: J '' ;AL$: JF AC:T - " Y "' AND HL ".f{/"'K" T H 
EN OUNO 100, ? : GOTO 910 
930 IF AC<t= " N" ThEN PLAY PlS : RUN 

40 IF AC$="Y" THEN PRINT: PRlNT"pr-ess 11y key to start pr111 1 ng' " ; 
950 IS=INKEY$ :1F IS() "" THEN 780 ELSE 950 
960 ' LARGE SCREEN DUMP ROUTINE 
970 PRINT£-2 , CHR$(1 3 ) 
980 PMODEP,l:SCRE Nl,0 
990 PRI N £ - 2 , CHRS<BJ 
1000 FOR X=255 TO 0 STEP -7 
1010 OR Y~0 0 191 
10 0 A=PPOINT <X 'Yl +PPOINl ( x' Y) *2 +PPO INT ( )l - 1'y1 +4+PPOINT ( X- l. y ... _, d·r·oP.JI ' ~ - 2' •() •. 1 
6+PPOINT<X-2,Yl*32+PPOINT(X -~ ,Y l*64+1 28 

111130 PRINT£-2,CHR$CAJ;CHR$(Al; 

1040 NEXT Y 

1050 PRINT£-2,CHR$(13); 

1060 PR1NT£-2,CHR$C8); 

107111 FDR Y=111 TO 191 

11118111 IF X>3 THEN A•PPOINTCX-3,Yl+PPOINTCX-4,Yl*~+PPOINTC X-4,Y J *4+PPOI T l . -~ 1 1 1 • 8 


+PPOINT(X-5,Y>•16+PP01NTCX-6,Yl* 7 2 +PPOINT(X-6,Yl*64+1 28 ELSE A=PPOI NTCX- ~ 1 11 i l.~ 


11119111 PRINT£-2,CHR$CAl;CHR$CA>; 

11121111 NEXT ' y 

111111 PRINT£-2 ,CHRS(l~l ; 


1120 NEXT X 

113111 PRINT£-2,CHR$(l5l 

114111 C S:PRINT:PRINT" f i n shed ' •• o.k ... . " 

115111 PRINT:INPUT" DO YOU WANT ANOTHER COPY <Y/N l" ;AC$ 

116111 ff ACS<>" Y"' AND AC$<>" N" HEN SOUND 100,5:GOTO 1140 

117111 IF AC$="N" THEN PLAY P l$: RUN 

118111 IF AC~"Y" THEN PRINT"press to star-t pr-1nting .. . • ": 

119111 U= I Nt<EY$: IF I$< > '"' THEN 960 ELSE 119111 
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Dragon Comms 

Martyn Armitage introduces communication for the Dragon 

SO. you 've got a Dragon 64 and the only 
socket that you 've probably never used is 
the one marked up Serial 1/0, the AS232 in
terface to give it it's real title. There are two 
main uses for the interface, 1) for connec
ting a serial printer, and 2) for connecting a 
modem. Most of what is said in this article 
will be regarding the use of the port as a 
communications interface. along with a 
modem, but most of what is written will also 
hold true for the connect ions of a prin ter. To 
start otf with I shall attempt to pu t into 
layman's English some of the most com
monly used jargon that is associated with 
the RS232 interface, such as parity, baud 
etc. Fi rst we'll start off wi th protocol , which 
itself can . and will , be split into sections. 

Setting standards 
Proto.col can be best be described as com
munications 'etiquette', and is simply a set 
of standards that one should adhere to if 
you wish to get anything other than gar
bageon the screen (paper if you 're using a 
printer) . As I have already said , I am going 
to break this heading down into the various 
parts that it consists of. 

PARITY is a very simple method of error 
detection on received data. When in the 
communications world you will hear the 
phrases 'odd parity ' and even 'even parity ' 
quite regula rly. and just as often you will 
hear ·no parity'. Just what is parity, and how 
does it work? As you will know, a byte is 
made up of eight bits, each bit being either 
set (1) or clear (0). Parity works by counting 
the number of set bits (1s) in a byte of data, 
and either, setting or clearing the 'parity 
bit' in the transmitted data. Odd parity us
ed the pari ty bit to make the number of set 
bits 'odd '. For example, if we were to 
transm it the character A, it's bit pattern is 
01000001 , and as you can see ther are an 
even number of set bits, (2) . So with odd 
parity the parity bit would be set to make an 
odd number, (3). If there is already an odd 
number of set bits then the parity bit is left 
clear. 

The same thing sti ll happens under even 
parity, except that the parity bit is used to 
make an 'even' number of set bits. The er· 
ror detection works in th is way: when data 
is received , the set bits are counted. If it is 
found that there is an even number of set 
bits, and odd parity is in use, then obviously 
there is an error somewhere in the byte. 
There is no indication as to wh ich bit or bits 
have been affected , only that there is an er
ror. It can be seen from th is, that parity 
checking used on its own is of very little 
use, and in fact the use of no parity, where 
no parity checking is done. is quite wide ly 
used. 

Mark/space 
MARK and SPACE : when we talk of bits 
with in a byte we usually say that they are 
either set or clear. When talk ing in terms of 
communications a set bit is termed a mark. 
and a clear bit is given an term space. 

START/STOP BITS: there are two types of 
transmission of data, synchronous and 
asynchronous. As the interface for the 
Dragon 64 is the 6551 Aysnchronous Com
munication Interface Adaptor, ACIA for 
short , and is not capable of true syn
chronous transmission, I shall simply say 
that with synchronous methods, the two 
communicat ing computers are syn
chron ised with each other and so once 
synchronised with each other there is no 
need to indicate where each byte of data 
starts or stops. A series of synchronisation 
bytes being transmitted at intervals, very 
much similar to the methods used for sav
ing programs etc on tape. The 6551 , being 
asynchronous, has to use other methods 
of determining the start and end of a data 
byte, th is is done by the use of start and 
stop bits. A start is simply a bit that in
dicates the start of data. The start bit is 
transmitted as a mark. then come the data 
bytes, wh ich are obviously mark or space 
depending on the bit being transmitted. 
They are then fo llowed by the stop bit(s), 
wh ich like the start bit is transmitted by the 
mark. As you can see an eight bit byte. 
when transmitted by the 6551 asyn
chronous interface adaptor, is at least ten 
bits long. Depending upon the protocol be
ing used either one or two stop bits are 
used 

BAUD RATE: the baud rate is a measure of 
speed of tranmission, and can be 
translated to 'bits per second '. For example 
300 baud can be regarded as 300 bits per 
second, or 37"5 bytes per second (300/8 = 
37.5) This figure of 37.5 bytes is of course 
assuming the transmission of 8 bits per 
byte, bu t as I have said above we are 
transmitting at the least 10 bits per byte, 
and so 300 baud becomes 30 
bytes/characters per second (300/10 = 
30) . 

SPLIT BAUD RATE: a spl it baud rate is a 
way of saying transmitt ing and recieving 
data at different speeds. The standard split 
baud rate is 1200175 and 7511200. The first 
number is the speed that the receiver is 
wor~.i ng at and the second is the speed that 
the transmitter is working at. In the fi rst 
case the data is received at 1200 baud and 
transmitted at 75 baud , the second case is 
the opposite, receive at 75 baud and 
transmit at 1200 baud . 

FULUHALF DUPLEX: full duplex 
describes the abill ity of the ACIA to com
municate in both directions at the same 
time, whereas Half duplex describes the 
ability to transmit and receive but at the 
same time. When using the half duplex 
method it is necessary for each machine to 
let the other know when it has finished sen
ding and is ready to receive. This is very 
much like two people communicating over 
a two way radio, and having to say 'OVER· 
etc. Ful l duplex is like a telephone conver
sation . each can talk at the same lime. 

Internal checks 
That just about covers most of the most 
commonly used phrases and terms. The 
user of the 6551 should realise that all the 
parity checking , addition and subtraction 
of the start and stop bits is carried out inter
nally by the chip and any errors are in
dicated by the flags in the status reg ister of 
the ch ip. The data is presented to the user 
in the same cond ition as it was transmitted , 
unless of cou rse an error has occurred , in 
wh ich case the data cou ld be just about 
anything . 

The RS232 interface does not operate 
on TTL levels (OV to 5V) for signalling bu t 
instead uses voltage levels between -25 
volt and +25 volt. The Drgons interface 
uses what appears to be the norm, namely 
-12V to + 12V. One other th ing wi th the 
RS232 interface is that on the data lines a 
voltage level of between +5V and +25V 
represents a lo (0) and -5V to -25V 
represents a h1 (1) , with the opposite being 
true for the contro l lines. 

The computer is given the term Data Ter· 
minal Equ ipment (DTE) and the modem is 
given the name Data Commun ication 
Equipment , or DCE for short. 

Now onto the Dragons RS232 port. You 
probably won't be surprised when I say this 
but , the Dragons seria l port looks as 
though it was bodged onto the mach ine. 
the user being provided with two of the five 
possible control lines available, however, 
the control lines provided do al low the in
terface to be used in a satisfactory manner. 
There are seven connections available, 
they are: 1) TX, 2) GND, 3) OTA, 4) RX. 5) 
CTS, 6) + 12V. 7) -12V. Lets go into a little bit 
of detail. 

TX is the abbreviation for transmit , al l the 
data being sent by the Dragon leaves on 
this pin . 

GND is the ground pin and is udes as a 
return for al l of the signal lines. RX , is the 
receive data pin, here all the data comes in· 
to the Dragon. OTA , wh ich is short for Data 
Terminal Ready, is the line used by the 
computer (DTE) to indicate to the modem 
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(DCE) that it is Ready and in a state to 
receive data. Next we come to the CTS 
(Clear To Send) pin. This line is used by the 
modem to indicate to the computer that ii is 
in a condition to receive data, and then 
send it outwards to the telephone line. It is 
essential that th is line is connected on the 
Dragon otherwise you will find transmis
sion impossible although you will be able 
to receive data . 

Connection 
The last two pins. +12V and -12V, are pro
vided in order to drive the control lines hi or 
lo, and are not capable of providing power 
sources for any other use. 

CONNECTING TO A MODEM : of the five 
lines that the serial port provides the least 
number that we can get away with connec
ting is three They are TX , RX, and GND. If 
you 're alert then you should be saying 'But 
what about CTS? It's impossible to 
transmit without that connected .' Well 
noticed. Yes we do have to connect to ors. 
but we can fool the Dragon. There are two 
methods open to us; 1, we can connect the 
-12V pm to CTS. which will then inform the 
6551 that it is always clear to send , or we 
can connect DTR to CTS, wh ich will inform 
the6551 that is clear to send when ever the 
OTR I ine is low. ie whenever the Dragon is 
on line. The links between the pins should 

be made inside the 7 pin plug that is on the 
end of your modem cable, and not inside 
the Dragon itself. When connecting to the 
modem it should be realised that the TX 
and RX connections should be reversed , 
that is the TX of the Dragon should be con
nected to the RX of the modem, and the TX 
of the modem should be connected to the 
RX of the Dragon . TheGNO pins should be 
connected to each other. The above is the 
minimum connections that we can make. If 
your modem has extra control lines then it 
makes sense to make use of them . ·I shal l il
lustrate all of the connections possible 
from the Dragon's port. 

Dragon Modem Modem Modem 
GND GND 
TX RX 
RX TX 

OTA DTR RTS 
CTS CTS DSR DCD 

The connections in the first two columns 
are the recommended ones but some 
modems, like the Dragon, do not possess 
all of the connections possible under the 
RS232 interface standards. and so the 
connections in the third and fourth col
umns are alternatives if the previous option 
isn't available. 

GETTING ON LINE is the final stage. 
We've connected the Dragon to the 

modem, the modems connected to the 
phone line, what next? Well before doing 
anything we must make sure that we are 
set up using the same protocol as the com
puter that we are going to call. Most 
Bulletin Boards (BBS) use 300/300 baud 
(transmit and rec ive at 300 baud) , 1 start 
bit , seven data bits, even parity, 1 stopbit, 
using this protocol should give you some 
measure of success in most cases. On the 
increase is the use of 1200175 baud rate, 
this is receiving data at 1200 baud and 
transmitting data at 75 baud . The 6551 as 
used on the Dragon 64 is not capable of 
working fu ll duplex at split baud rates, but it 
is posssible all the same, to access com 
puters runn ing at split baud rates, for ex
ample Prestel. 

Conclusion 
The above is a very basic introduction to 
what is a very interesting subject , many 
books have been written about com
munications, although none of them, to my 
knowledge, specific to the Dragon . If there 
is enough demand and the editor is in 
agreement, then I shall attempt to write fur
ther articles which will go into more detail , 
and possibly dedicate one to programming 
the 6551 (in machine code) so that you 
cou ld write your own perseinal com
munications package. 

Adventure Contact 
To help puzzled adventurers further, we are instituting an Adventure 
Helpline - simply fill in the coupon below, stating the name of the 
adventure, your problem and your name and address, and send it to 
Dragon User Adventure Helpine, 12113 little Newport Street, London 
WC2H 7PP. As soon as enough entries have arrived, we wilf start 
prinling them in lhe magazine. 

Don't worry -you'II still have Adventure Trial to write to as well! 

Adventure ... .... . .. ..• • ........• ••..•• .......•. 


Problem . ... ... .....•.... ..••• .... •. . •.•. ... . - . 

Name .... •.. ........... ••.... .. ••. ....•........ 


Address ...•••..•. - ••••....••• - .. · · • • • · • · · · • • • - • 

IF any reader does have serious delivery/non 
delivery problems with anysupplier, whether or 
not they advertise in DU, we would like to know. 
Only rarely can we do anything to improve a 
genuinely dodgy situation (which fortunately 
are rare) but it helps us to build up a profile and 
identify any long-term problems. Come to think 
of it, that includes Dragon User, as, naturally, we 
want to know about any bottlenecks as early as 
possible. Apologies in advance for not 
acknowledging every letter, but where we can 
be of practical help, we will. 

COME ALONG TO THE 

DRAGON COMPUTER SHOW 


at Ossett Town Hall, 

near Wakefield, W.Yorkshire 


on Saturday 30 April 1988 

10.00 - 3.00 

Adults £1.00 Children under 16 50p 

Easy Access from M62 and M1 

If you are interested in taking part 

as a retailer or a demonstrator, 


or would like further details 

of the show, please contact 

JOHN PENN on 04203 5970 


,.. DON'T FORGET THE CARDIFF DRAGON * 
COMPUTER SHOW 

ON SATURDAY 27 FEBRUARY ,.. AT CARDIFF - WALES AIRPORT * 
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IN January's Dragon User I 
game my solution to the Oc
tober compeition problem. 
This was to find certain in· 
tegers which belong to more 
than one class of the figurate 
numbers. To keep the solution 
as simple as possible, the 
listing that was given com
pares just two of the types of 
figurates at a time. In the exam· 
pie given, the comparison was 
between the square and 
triangular numbers. When this 
program is run, each matching 
value is printed in turn and the 
program can be stopped as 
soon as the required number of 
values has been found . The 
formulae used in lines 20 and 
30 of last month's program are 
those which were in the table in 
October's issue. By amending 
one or both of th ese formu lae 
between each run, all of the six 
required pairings can be cum
puted • .The actual method that 
the program uses, which 
utilises a 'leapfrog ' technique 
to prevent unnecessary 
duplication of calcu lat ion, was 
outline last month. This 
speeds up the execution time 
of the program. 

Listings 

I was therefore surprised at 
the length of some of the en
tries received - quite a 
number having a listing with 

over a hundred program lines 
- too long to be re produced 
here. In considering some 
of the shorter listings, I was 
surprised to find that some, 
when tested , failed to produce 
the solutions submitted with 
them! 

Function 

However, one which did come 
up with the right answer is 
given here. It was from E A 
Newman of Addlestone, Sur· 
rey, and is interesting in that it 
makes use of the function (FN) 
command of the Dragon . The 
five formulae which produce 
the triangular, square. cubic, 
tetrahedral and pyramidal 
numbers are initially defined in 
lines 10 and 20. To perform any 
of these calculations subse
quently in the program it is 
simply necessary to use a line 
such as X=FNTR(N), wh ich. if 
N is at that moment, say. 5, wi ll 
compu te X as 15 - the fifth 
triangular number. The advan
tage of using the FN command 
is that it can be used repeated
ly in different parts of the pro· 
gram without the need to type 
in the generating formulae 
more than once. In the case of 
particularly complex formulae 
this can prove quite an advan
tage, and will also help to 
minimise errors! In E A 
Newman's listing the pai rs of 
figu rates required at each 

36 10 55 
1225 120 91 

41515 1540 208335 

54 4 4900 
729 19600D 4096 

WJ 

~__&J 
Austin Henderson 's solution, using a Tandy CGP· 115 printer. 
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stage of the computation are 
calculated, using the FN com
mand , in the subroutine at 
lines 30 to 80. In lines 90 and 
150 is a motley selection of IFs, 
THENs and ELSEs. Normally I 
would not recommend the use 
of more than one set of these 
commands in asi ngle program 
line unless you fully unders· 
tand the logic which the com· 
puter uses in interpreting 
these lines (in the same way 
that a too liberal use of ANDs 
and ORs can also produce 
confus ing results!). 

A number of other readers 
also included a printer routine 
in the ir programs to reproduce 
the grid arrangement for the 
answers. Thanks to Nils Lin
dgren of Waxholm , Sweden, 
and Randy Longshore of 
Chesterfield , USA, who were 
among the winners who 
presented their solutions 
graphically. Special mention 
must also be made of Austan 
Henderson of Bromsgrove for 
a very neat piece of graphics 
produced using an inexpen
sive Tandy CGP·115 printer. 

10 CLS:DIM R( 5 ,3):0EF FNTR CXJ=X*CX+ l J/2 :U~F FNSQlX) = X*X:DEF FNCUCXJ= 
X*X * X: PL.=-· l 

20 DEF FNTH (X) = X*lX + l)*(X+2l/6 :UEF FNPYlXl=X*(X+l)*l2*X+1)/b:GDTLI 90 
30 X=FNTRCNJ:Y=FNSQCMJ : RETURN 
40 X=FNTRCNl : Y=FNTHCMl : RETURN 
50 X~FNTR(Nl:Y=FNPYCM):RETURN 

GO X=FNSQ(Nl : Y=FNCUC Ml: ~El URN 

10 X=F NSOlNl :Y= FNTH<MJ:RETLJRN 
80 X=~NSQ(NJ :Y=FNPY C MJ:RETLJRN 

':10 'T=":L :N ::=2 :M :; :::: :F'L=PL-~· l:lf- ' f-'.'L ==5 THEN 1.-lUHJl .Jo E~L.SE IF Fl_=:::4 lHt~.N f-'==l EL 
S~ IF PL=5 THEN F=2 ELSE F=O 

100 ON P L+1 ~OSU8 30 ,4U,50,bu, 7u ,BO 
110 IF X=Y THEN klPL,Tl=X:GOTD 14U 
12U lF X<Y TH~N N=N+l ~LSE M~M+l 

130 GOTO 100 
140 IF T===r· THl::.N 13(JTlJ ·~o EL.SE: :::l --l:N=N+l:GOTO 100 
1!'jO FOf~ I :::Q TD 5: IF- I< 1 f'Hl~N l<:=O: l.J:::: I ELSE IF I <::~ THEN 1<;::::(l: LJ::::: I+ 1 E~LS 

f :~::::4 : LJ":: I --~: 

160 FOR J=O TU 2 :V=2-J:lF RCl,VJ <>O lH~N P~INT@32•CJ+Kl+7*U , Rll,VJ 

170 NEXT J ,1: PR 1Nl~400 

EA Newman's program uses the function command. 
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SLIGHT panic at chez Gerrard as he loses 
his master fi le complete with numerous 
Dragon adventure solutions, but panic 
over as it is retrieved from beneath two 
copies of Dragon User, two programming 
utilities with manuals the size of telephone 
directories, and a Spanish edition of one of 
my books. I must sort out this filing system 
of mine some day. 

A belated thank you to the people who 
s~l1t me Christmas cards via Dragon User 
- oh , I didn't know you cared! A special 
thank you to Joe Brincat , our noted cor
respondent from Malta, who sent me not 
only a Christmas card but a postal order for 
one pound so I could buy myself a drink. 
What a star. I must point out , by the way, 
that when I gave Joe's address last time I 
got things slightly wrong. The full address 
is 73 Annunciation Street, Hamrun, Malta. 
What I printed as the post code last time 
was. in fact , the date! Foolish boy, slapped 
wrist, apparently all the people who wrote 
to Joe (I pass on his thanks) included that 
as the post code, much to the amusement 
of Joe and his postman. 

It seems that many of you wrote to him , 
exchanging cassettes and giving details of 
many games and utilities. Some, it seems, 
had well over 200 titles on offer. Well done 
chaps and chapesses, keep up the good 
work. 

Keeping briefly on the foreign side of 
th ings, Ola Eldoy (who can be found at 
Stokken, N-5410 Sagvag, Norway 
postcode not being confused with date th is 
time) asks me to tell you that he runs a 
Norwegian Dragon magazine, and that he 
can get help for the fo llowing adventures: 
Black Sanctum, Calixto Island, Castle of 
Doom, CavernsofDoom, Circus Adventure, 
Don't Panic, Dragon Mountain, Franklin's 
Tomb, Golden Baton (easy-peasy, solved it 
myself in one afternoon!) , Juxtaposition, 
Mansion Adventure, Mansion of Doom 
(fond of Doom , these adventure writers), 
Pettigrew's Diary, Pirate Adventure, Return 
of the Ring, Ring of Darkness (and rings), 
Sea Quest, Shenanigans, The Ket Trilogy, 
Time Machine, Trekboer, and finally the 
Vortex Factor. If you fancy a few exotic 
stamps, drop him a line. 

Picks letter from pile, finds out that it's 
from Sean Neale in Wakefield , who says 
that I write a superb column . Who is this 

man, get his query answered immediately. 
It's an old friend, is Syzygy, and I've got yet 
another letter here (from one Steven Wood 
in Essex - we shall be return ing to this 
chap later) about the same problem in the 
same game. It's all to do with entering 
those co-ordinates to whizz you about all 
over the place once you 've got to the 
transporter. Well , as we all should know by 
now, the co-ordinates for the various 
places that you want to get to are: 

Planet 0-4-1-5 
Emerald 2-7-3-0 
Vader 1 ~6-0-3 

Read th is carefully, Sean and Steven: for 
each place, enter each number by press
ing that number. and at the end of the row 
(after the fourth number has been entered 
in other words) you must PULL LEVER. 
And away you go. I thought nobody would 
ever have problems with Syzygy ever 
again, but it just goes to prove that this ex
tremely popular adventure for the Dragon 
still manages to confuse people. The sign 
of a good game, I suppose. 

Problems with Tanglewood for Andrew 
Lamb, in Hazel Grove, Stockport, 
Chesh ire. An address that should be 
familiar to a few of you ... but I shall say no 
more, she who must be obeyed would pro
bably ban this column if I mentioned 
another publish ing company. Any road up, 
as they say, he's having problems getting 
the archangel , despite (and I quote) many, 
many hours of trying . Well , section 5 of the 
mega-hint sheet, the part that deals with 
the collecting of the archangel, reads as 
follows: 

"Send Bruce into Dwarf Dive and press 
the button to reset the lifts. Bring him out 
via the northern exit/entrance. Send 
Foghorn in through the northern entrance 
and down on the lifts to get the wh iskers. 
Bring him out via either the northern or 
southern exit and transfer the whiskers to 
Goliath. Get Goliath to wear the whiskers. 
To complete Dwarf Dive, send Goliath in, 
down on the lifts and ladders and get the ar
changel from the lowest mushroom and 
give the archangel to Beanbag. This is 
hard to complete without getting caught , 
so use the HOLD and QUIT commands." 

There, let's hope that's sorted that par

ticular problem. A little bit further on in the 
game, Andrew tells us that he can't get past 
the walled garden. I shall quote step 
number 11 in the solution : 

" Send Goliath into the walled garden 
carrying the wand and Cast Spell then get 
the rod. He returns from the ride with the 
wand at daybreak. Use the wand to fish for 
the specs and give them to Foghorn to 
wear." 

That's all we need to know about 
Tanglewood I think, so back to Stephen 
Wood and his many problems. All of them, 
I hasten to add, are connected with adven
ture games. Wouldn't want anyone to get 
the wrong idea .. . 

Where should we start, Stephen " llaw 
eht tsniaga daeh ym gnignab Uits tub emit 
tsal sa kcuts sa etiuq ton" Wood? And for 
printing that. I win the bet. Anyway, let's 
take a look at Trekboer. Again. Where's the 
Xendos flower, he wants to know. On the 
garden planet , as last month's column will 
tell you . Where's the acid? North from the 
ship on 8350. Where's (love this!) the thing 
to help you breathe on planet? So 
technical, a suit is the object in question I 
believe. Have we unlocked the cabinet? 
Have we opened the manual? Have we 
pressed the red button in the teleport 
room? Are we, in fact , wasting our time at
tempting to play adventures and should we 
do something marginally easier instead , 
like unfolding paper clips or sharpening 
pencils? Hee hee, sorry Stephen, couldn't 
resist a wee dig at someone. Where are 
other useful objects, he would like to be in
formed . Well , I can't tell you everyth ing, 
now can I? Read last month's column in 
minute detail , it's all in there somewhere. 

And onto Juxtaposition , where the ques
tion is akin to something out of The 
Restaurant at the End of the Universe : 
where's the spade with which to dig in the 
loose earth past the door past the nighteye 
droid so as to get the Red Cetite Ore? Your 
hovercraft is ful l of eels, and all that. Ayup 
lad , what tha must do is to blind the 
nighteye cjroid with your camera and take 
the spade from him. Where's the camera? 
In the photo gallery. Where's the photo 
gallery? Go to the monorai l platform (don't 
enter endless rez zones!) , wait for the car 
and board it when the doors open . And if 
you can't find the monorail platform then 
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you're going to have a hard job finishing 
the rest of it! No, once you've got past the 
nighteye droid life gets a lot easier, and you 
should have little to worry about. I shall 
await your next letter ... 

Now this, my friends, is where we talk 
about something else, thanks to a letter 
from Paul Harrison in Shropshire. Anyone 
who's managed to wade their way through 
Tolkein's (Tolkien's - Ed.) The Si/marillion 
without getting bored to tears deserves 
a mention . Our local postcode guide is 
more interesting. (Rumour has it that a 
game based on The Silmaril/ion is under 
development. It will be played on a VAX 
cluster, have no solution, and slide into 
the sea at the end) Much as I loved 
The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings I could 
never get on with The Silmarillion (/found 
a joke in it once and then realised it wasn't 
meant to be funny) . Sounds like a spaced 
out heavy metal band to me, but there 
you go. (It is. I was up till 2am last night 
watching them, which may explain my pre
sent state ofmind. What d'you call a 6 foot 4 
inch Scotsman wearing make up anda mini 
dress? 'Sir: of course.) 

Paul's first comment is a novel one: have 
a competition where someone sets up a ti
tle and anyone with nothing better to do 
trie~ to make an adventure out of it. Okay, 
this month's title is: Gerbil Riot of '47. 

Secondly, he goes on to say that he 
would like to write an adventure based on 
The Silmarillion and other such books and 
would like to know how to start going about 
it. Well , first of all there's a teeny little thing 
called The Law of Copyright...(There's a 
terrific title.~ 

To take a specific but non-real (I hope!) 
example, suppose that you'd just finished 
reading The Price of Eggs by Dimli Gloing, 
published by TrollSlayer Press, and 

wanted to turn that into an adventure 
game. Where to start? 

The obvious place to start, and this is 
where a great many ideas fail straight 
away, is by getting in touch with the author 
or the publishers, and there you 'll have to 
find out who holds copyright on the book. 
Generally speaking anything that is written 
by someone who's been dead for over fifty 
years is going to be out of copyright and 
languishing firmly in the public domain, 
but it's as well to find out first. In many in
stances you ' ll find that copyright is passed 
on via the author's estate, or someone else 
may have picked up on the copyright', and 
any attempt to publish a game that infr
inges upon that copyright will land you in 
very severe trouble. This can happen 
whether you sell a thousand copies or just 
hand a couple out to a few friends : the 
same rules apply. 

To begin with, then. you must write to 
the publishers. Don't bother with the 
author at this stage. For one thing they 
might be dead, and for another they 
might have sold all copyright to the 
publishers when it was re leased. So in our 
case a letter to TrollSlayer Press is the 
place to start . Several things can then 
happen. 

1) They have only published the British ver
sion of an American book, in which case 
you 're in for a long correspondence with 
the original publishers, and this can also 
happen if it's a paperback edition of a book 
originally published in hardback, as quite 
often two different companies take charge 
of the same book. When you eventually 
reach the first publisher, we can go on to 
the next stage. 

2) Somebody else has already done it , or is 

in the process of doing it, so forget about it. 

3)You'll have to get in touch with the author, 
so the publisher would pass on your letter 
to Dimli Gloing . I would take a dim view of 

·any publ ishing house that released the 
home address of an author, and you'll just 
have to be prepared for a wait. In either 
case we reach the next stage. 

4) Thething is out of copyr ight, so go ahead 
and write your game without infringing 
anything and, more importantly from your 
point of view, without having to pay any 
royalties to anyone. The ideal situation. 

5) Yes it's okay but we want a royalty or 
some money up front. Your bank manager 
then determines whether or not you can 
write the game, and if this happens to be 
the case then I think you 'd be well advised 
to give up on the idea and find something 
else to write about. 

6) No it is not okay, it is completely out of the 
question, and don't even think about it. 
Th is quite possibly means that the 
publishers are doing it themselves, or hav
ing received your idea think it a wonderful 
one but want a massive software house to 
do it. Oh well , nice try, but back to the 
library. 

If you actually survive all these traumas 
and receive permission to write the game 
(whether you 're paying a royalty or not, and 
I'd strongly advise, knowing that I'm 
repeating myself, not to take on a game 
that requires you to pay money to someone 
else: you 're betteroffout of it) . then what do 
you do? 

Since I've run out of space, you 'll just 
have to buy next month's Dragon User• 

Write: ADVENTURE 

Pete Gerrard discusses literary decorum and the joys of spring 

ONE word which has entered the adven
ture player's vocabulary lately, and which 
certainly wasn't seen in any of the early 
adventures, is the word 'all'. People now 
frequently try and GET ALL or DROP ALL, 
whereas before they were content to get or 
drop things individually. This is part of the 
increasing power of the parser and the de
mand for more sophisticated games. 

Anyone who has played, for example, 
The Pawn , on another computer, will know 
what I mean. From my own point of view I 
cannot see the point in having to type in the 
command Put the pot plant in the plant pot. 
however wonderful it may make the parser 
appear. In this case I'm sure it was only 
ever included so as to impress gullible 
reviewers, for the blessed pot plant is in the 
plant pot to begin with! You have to take it 
out , using a trowel if I remember rightly, 
and then put it back in again, all this to 
score about 5 points. A complete and utter 

waste of time, but Magnetic Scrolls like to 
boast about their parser, so there you go. 

Again from my own point of view, 
however sophisticated the parser might be 
I still tend to play an adventure in verb ... 
noun format , only occasionally using more 
words where a situation clearly requires it. 
Why on earth type Climb the slippery rope 
wearing the stout gloves when you could 
just as easily have Wear Gloves, Climb 
Rope instead? Less typing, and less time 
for the program to have to work out what 
you mean. Perhaps I'm in a minority, but 
personally I think that a parser that 
understands four words is sufficient, and I 
absolutely loathe and detest adventures 
that insist that you (for example) go north 
quietly, or untie rope carefully. If it was a 
real-l ife situation rather than an adventure, 
if you had to go north quietly you WOULD 
go north quietly, you wouldn't trample in 
like a wounded elephant, and I think that 

programmers should accept that those 
things are implicit in the instruction given 
to the program . An adventure should be 
about solving problems, not working your 
way through Roget's Thesaurus in a vain at
tempt to find the correct word. 

What 's brought all th is on, you might be 
wondering. Hangover? No. Sound 
thrash ing in last night's pool league 
match? No. It was a quote written by a 
friend of mine, wh ich read that a definition 
of frustrat ion was spending three months 
typing "Say 'give life with thee my trusty 
blade" ' near the end of an adventure only 
to find (quite by accident) that the correct 
input is "Shout 'give life with thee my trusty 
blade"'. That sort of thing should never 
happen, so keep it out of your own adven
tures, eh? 

However, I can appreciate the 
usefulness of the word ALL. Not only does 
it save time, it can also be a useful aid to 
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solving the adventure, if you go around typ
ing GET ALL everywhere and seeing what 
the responses are. The first time I tried to 
implement such a routine in an adventure I 
gave up, th inking that it was impossibly dif
ficult and nobody would ever want to use it 
anyway. However, I tried again recently, 
and discovered that it wasn't quite as dif
ficult as I thought. We'll look at GET next 
month , perhaps, but this month we'll con
centrate on DROP. This is mainly because 
it 's the easier one of the two to understand 
and program! 

We won't be going any further than GET 
or DROP though . Even the mighty lnfocom 
don't have EXAMINE ALL, for instance, in 
thei r mighty 512K 16-bit adventures. Mind 
you, they do have Floyd the robot , probably 
the most wonderful character ever created 
in any adventure anywhere. Beg, borrow or 
steal the chance to play Planeffall and the 
even better follow-up Stationfall. The crea
tion of Floyd was a work of genius, and 
whoever thought of him first deserves an 
adventurers' medal . Gales of laughter one 
minute, then silent tears at the end of Sta
tionfall. A truly memorable character, and 
quite, quite real and believable. 

II you look at the list.ing headed Figure 
one you wil l see a fairly conventional 
DROP routine from one of my adventures, 
and in order to understand it I'd better ex
plain what a few of the variables are. 

Lines 2550 and 2551 concern 
themselves with object number 61 , a dog. 
This was a different slant on a conventional 
idea. because the dog is in fact a guide 
dog. and without him you cannot get 
through the blackness of the cave section 
ol the game. It makes a change from roam
ing around trying to find a lamp and some 
batteries, a situat ion I am somewhat tired 
of seeing. If you're dropping the dog then 
tell the player so, and if he's not carrying ob
ject number 11 in the correct manner (a 
candle in a box , to stop the wind blowing it 
out) then the variable ' lo' is set to zero, in
dicating light off. 

Line 2552sorts ou t li nk words and nouns 
by going to line 2556 if a link word has been 
typed in. The player might have typed 
DROP BOX ON FLOOR , which we just in
terpret as DROP BOX after lines 2566 and 
2568 have had their say. Line 2554 (and 

2566 for that matter) concerns objects 
numbers 24 and 26, wh ich are the same 
thing . It (they?) is a pair of tennis rackets, 
and noun 24 is the word TENNIS and noun 
26 is the word RACKETS, just in case the 
player decides 10 DROP TENNIS instead. 
of DROP RACKETS. A case of conve
nience for the player rather than the 
programmer. 

Line 2556 checks lo see whether the 
player is carrying the object in question , 
and if he isn'tthen message number 153 is 
printed out courtesy of a rout ine at line 
5995. This is just something to the effect 
that you can't drop something that you 
haven't got. 

The rackets are meant to be worn. like 
snowshoes, and if the player is dropping 
the rackets then the 'rackets worn' variable 
'rw' is set to zero by line 2558. 

Assuming that the object to be dropped 
isn't object number 42 (the number is mere 
coincidence, I assure you , and nothing to 
do with the meaning of life!) then line 2560 
sorts everyth ing out by placing the object 
in the current location and informing the 
player that he has, in fact, dropped it. 

Lines 2562, 2564 and 2570 are all 
designed with object number 42 in mind , 
and object 42 is in fact a tightly coiled 
spring . Reasonably enough, dropping 
such an object causes it to bounce away 
from you , so we use the current position 
var iable 'cp' to determine the new position 
('np') of the spring after it's finished its 
bouncing . Then we put the spring in its new 
position and, as with al l the 'drop' routines, 
decrement the counter that keeps track of 
how many objects the player is carrying . 
This, for some obscure historical reason 
that now escapes me, is the variable. 

That was the conventional 'drop' routine, 
so how might we go about turning it around 
so that we can understand DROP ALL as 
well as DROP OBJECT? Well , if you look at 
the listing in figure two you 'll see just one 
way of doing it. If you think about it , we're 
only really concerned with three objects, 
namely objects numbers 26. 42, and 61 . 
The rest can be dropped with wild aban
don , but dropping those three causes 
something to happen , so as long as we 
keep that in mind we should be all right. 

Assuming a hasty bit of line renumber

ing, we could have a new line 2550 that 
checks for the word 'all'. If it's present, then 
trundle off to our new routine starting at line 
2580. There, with 'nn' being the variable 
that te lls us how many objects there are in 
total , we set up a loop to scan for every ob
ject in turn. First of al l, in line 2582, we look 
for the dog being present , and if it is then 
proceed as before and tell the player that 
it's been left behind. Again , if he's not car
rying the candle in the box then the light on 
variable 'lo' must be set to z.ero. 

In line 2584 we look for the tennis 
rackets , and if they're being carried then 
we have to set the rac kets worn variable 
'rw ' 10 zero. 

As before, we need three linestocaterfor 
the spring, and these are now 2585, 2586 
and 2587. Same sort of thing, found out the 
current posi tion from 'cp' and determine 
the new posi tion 'np' of the spring from 
that , and print out the 'Boinnnggg! !!" 
message to inform the player that 
something 's happened to the spring . In· 
cidentally, one of the more annoying 
features when testing the program that 
these listings come from was the spring , 
for I had included a routine that made it 
au tomatically hop away from you every ten 
moves, regardless of whether you had 
dropped it or not. I spent ages chasing the 
thing al l over the game. and just when I 
thought I'd caught up with it after solving a 
prob lem or two it would hop away again. It 
might only be moving two locations at a 
time, but those two locations are not 
necessarily anywhere near each other! 

Line 2587 checks to see whether an 'or
dinary' object is in the player 's possession, 
and if it is then cast it to the floor it tells 
player what 's been dropped before conti 
nuing around the loop with the NEXT state
ment in line 2588. Line 2589 then sends us 
back to the main part of the program , and 
you might care to expand on this section of 
the program slightly so that it would cater 
for an input of DROP ALL when the player 
wasn't actually carrying anyth ing . Perhaps 
I think too highly of players, and neither of 
my testers found it , but someone. 
somewhere, would no doubt type it in! 

So, DROP ALL wasn't too difficult , and 
we'll take a look at a GET ALL routine next 
month. Bye for now. 

Figure one ~re~ I 
2550 IF na=61 AND cb<61 >=-1 THBN PRUIT " 2550 IF na$ ="all" THEN 2580 

You leave the dog . ":obC6l)=cp:zz=zz-l:IF 
 2580 FOR i =l TO nn 


ob<ll><>-2 THBH lo=0:GOTO 10 
 2582 IF 1=61 AND ob<61>=- l THBN PRINT "Y 

2551 IF na=61 AND ob<61) =cp THEN 10 
 ou leave the dog." :ob(61> =cp:zz=zz - l : IF 

2552 IF li<>0 THEN 2566 
 obCll><>-2 THBN lo=0:GOTO 2588 

2554 IF na=24 THEN na=26 
 2584 IF 1=26 AND obC26> =-1 THEN rw=0:GOT 

2556 IF ob<na> <>-1 THEN mess= l53: GOTO 59 
 0 2587 

95 
 2585 IF 1=42 AND ob<42>=-1 THBN PRINT "B 

2558 IF na=26 THEN rw=0 
 oinnnggglt!":IF cp<18 TH EN np"'cp+2 : GOTO 

2560 IF 11=0 AND ac=0 AND na<>42 THEN PR 
 2590 

INT "Okay, ":ob$ <na);" dropped.": ob<na> = 
 2586 IF 1=42 AND ob<42> =-1 AND cp>l7 THE 

cp;zz =:zz-l:GOTO 10 
 N np=cp- 2:GOTO 2590 

2562 IF na=4 2 AND c p<18 THEN np=cp+2:GOT 
 2567 IF ob<U=-1 THEN PRINT "Okay, ";ob$ 

0 2570 
 (na>;" dropped.":ob<ha> =cp : z:z =:z:z-1 

2564 IF na=42 THEN np=c p-2:GOTO 2570 
 2566 NEXT 

2566 na=li - 12 : IF na=24 THEN na=26 
 2589 GOTO 10 

2568 11 =0:ac=0:GOTO 2556 


I 
2590 ob <42>=np:zz=zz-l:GOTO 2568 


2570 PRINT "Boinnnggg! !!":ob<42>=np::zz=z 

z -l:GOTO 10 
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From Gray to black and white 

Gordon ~e and Graham Barber try to harness Gray codes 

A bonus fo r compiling the competitions 
takes the form of letters (mostly com
plimentary) which readers include with 
their entries. One such comes from 
Graham Barber of Sutton Coldfield , who 
writes: 

" Enclosed is an idea for the Competition 
Page. During the past 20 months or so I've 
had so much pleasure and interest from 
DU (especia lly the competi tion) that I 
thought it time to put something back, and 
then being cal led a 'stalwart ' in the June 
issue sti rred me into action so you cou ld 
say th is is a 'Stalwart's revenge'." 

Figure one 

II10 

00 01 

Graham's competition problem is to 
devise a program listing which will convert 
an input 'Gray' code into its binary 
equivalent. But , I hear you ask, what is 
a 'Gray' code? (You can hear me in Birm
ingham!!?? - Ed.) 

This, at its most elementary, is a system 
of count ing in which consecutive numbers 
are obtained by changing one digit and 
one digit only at each stage, the difference 
in that digit being 1. They were first 
developed by Frank Gray, an American 
research physicist, and the codes now 
bear his name. Gray codes can be for
mulated for number systems in any base
for ex.ample, in the familiar decimal system 
an adjacent run of codes might be 475, 
476,576,566,466, _.etc. Note that there is no 
logical key to this sequence except 

that on ly one digit differs at each step. 
Because of this it is necessary to introduce 
certain additional rules if a logical se
quence of numbers is to be formed. 

But what is the point of all this? Consider 
the practical application of reading , say, a 
gas meter. With a conventional mech
anica l readout device there is no real pro
blem when the reading changes from 
10099 to 10100 even though three of the 
'wheels' change simultaneously. But con
sider the situation wi th high speed 
machinery where rapid sampling needs 
accurate split second monitoring. The 

10 

fewerdigits changing between successive 
counts will reduce the possbility of errors. 
A typical link between a mechanical device 
and an electronic counter is by meansof an 
optical disc using on/off switching and 
hence a binary system, so we will confine 
our attent ion to the binary Gray code. Th is 
was fi rst developed by Frank Gray in the 
1940s to reduce errors in the transmission 
of signals by pulse code modulation. 

At first sight it might appear difficult to 
rational ise a logical order for binary Gray 
codes. If we limit ourselves to just two bits 
we get the cyclic series 00, 01, 11 , and 10. 
This can be represented diagramatically 
by placing these four codes at the corners 
of a square (figure one). In this case each 
step in the sequence is forced , producing a 
single path (or its reverse) going around 

the square. Increas ing the number of bits 
to three is equivalent to using the corners 
of a cube. Here the number of possible 
paths increases, as at each corner there is 
a choice of two possible routes. The only 
requirement is that the route chosen 
should take us to every corner once only. 
Starting at corner '000', it is quite easy to 
tine a number of possible routes, all dif
ferent from each other, but nevertheless all 
producing a series of codes which obey the 
basic requirement . Some of the routes are 
cyclic, ie ending on an adjacent corner lo 
'000 '; others are_ not. For most app li
cations, a cyclic route is preferable. For 
each additional digit used in a sequence, 
the number of possib le paths increases at 
an alarming rate. Using just four digits, 
there are 5712 different sets of codes of 
which 2688 are cyclic. However, we are get
ting a bit off the track! 

To be of practical use it is therefore 
necessary to formulate some additional 
rules whereby each binary Gray code will 
bear a 1 :1 re lationship with a conventional 
binary number. In this way conversion from 
one code to the other (in either direction) is 
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Figure two :using a 2-bit code to mark disc 
sectors. 

Prize 
IF the Dragon is the Computer that Time 
Forgot, then Zotoka is the land the 
Dragon remembered. Reviewed this 
month by Donald Morrison, Zotoka is the 
island paradise discovered by R & AJ 
Preston (currently nipping off to Malta to 
recharge their island-spotting batteries), 
which is invaded by hurricanes and 
mercenaries while y()u are in the 
presidential chair (Zotoka, not Malta). 10 
paradise islands for 10 lucky winners. 
Hurricanes optional. 

Rules 
WHEN the wheel ceases tospin and your 
mind ceases to whirt, you may discover 
that your Dragon has produced an
answer. Print It out, quickly add any notes 

or words of advice you deem necessary, 
send It to us in an envelope marked 
MARCH COMPETITION at the usual ad
dress, sit back and wait. 

Oh yes, and don't forget the tiebreaker. 
We want to know why )'t>U think that )'t>U 
deserve to be sent to a paradise island. 
We'll be trying the lines out on the boss, 
who's heard it all, so make it good! 

Dece111ber winners 
IT seems that falling into a black hole is good 
for the brain, because we had stashes of en
tries. The winners. who will get either a Total 
EcUpse or a discount voucher from John 
Penn Discount Software, are: Ian Hugginsof 
Caerphilly, Clive Scott of Ashstead, A H 
Wilson of Basingstoke, Dave Lardener of 
Rutherglen, D R Sharples of Merseyside, 

Les Simpson of Littleport, Patricia Hill of 
Carshalton Beeches, John Blatch ot Ad
dlestone, Paul Priestland of Lechlade, 
James Bonfield of Sandy, J. Smallwood of 
Preston, Olaf Friis Neilsen of Denmark, 
Denis O'Mulloy of Cambridge, M. Busfield 
of Llandeym, Neil Davidson of Akrotiri, 
Christopher James of Malta, Don Robert
son of Epsom, EA Newman of Addlestone, 
J. Smith of Twyford and S R Greenard of 
lngatestone. 

Favourite tiebreaker from Paul Priest
land was ·•1 fell into a black hole, and when 
Icame out ... my Dragon User had actual
ly arrived.'' This is an unreal universe we 
live in. 

Solutlon 
This month's solution is opposite. 
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a simple matter. The table shows the first 
few Gray codes together with their binary 
and decimal equivalents. Figure two 
shows a diagrammatic representat ion of 
an optical disc based on these numbers, 
each sector of the disc differing by just one 

DEC BI MARY GRAY 
0 0000 0000 
1 0001 0001 
2 0010 0011 
3 0011 0010 
4 0100 0110 
5 0101 0111 
6 0110 0101 
1 0111 0100 

work in the same way as there would be a 
difference in two of the bits when going 
from (decimal) 1 and 2, three bits between 
3 and 4, and all four bits between 7 and 8. 

Th is then is the basis of Graham 
Barber's competition question. Can you 
discover an easy method of converting 
from a binary Gray sequence to its 
equivalent standard (not BCD) binary 
number? Having done this, then adapt the 
algorithm into a computer program so that 
an input Gray code is converted and 
displayed . The method should be capable 
of converting any code of any reasonab le 
length. 

Hint : a binary and its Gray code 
equivalent will contain the same number of 
bits. 

As a test of your technique, Graham also 
asks you to give the binary equivalents of 
Gray codes 11111111 and 101010101 . 

The Answer 


bit from each of its neighbours. This is 
equivalent to the four-bit series given in the 
table. Reading from the centre of the disc 
outwards a hole represents a 1 and a non
hole, a lero. A similar disc constructed 
using convent ional binary code would not · 

DBC BINARY GRAY 
8 1000 1100 
9 1001 1101 

10 1010 1111 
11 1011 1110 
12 1100 1010 
13 1101 1011 
14 1110 1001 
15 1111 1000 

0 0000 0000 

ANSWER: The next cuboid 
in the series is one with 
sides 162. 163 and 164 units 
in length . This produces 
4,330,584 individual unit cubes 
of which 4,173,120 form the 
central unpainted core. These 
painted blocks can be arrang
ed into a perfect cube 54 units 
along each edge. 

SOLUTION: Any cuboid h·w•t 
in dimensions will have a cen
tral inner core of h-2· 
(w-2)'(1-2). The difference bet
ween these two volumes will 
give the number of cubes in the 
single layer outer shell of the 
cuboid. These will be the 
cubes which bear paint on at 
least one of thei r faces. 

fn the listing H1 is the 
smallest edge of the cube 
(which must have a minimum 
Sile of 3 if there is to be any in
ner cube). From this dimen
sion W1 and L 1 are found . The 
corresponding dimensions 
of the inner cube are then 

calculated in line 40. The two 
respective vo lumes V1 and V2 
are then found. and their dif
fe rence (line 60) resul ts in the 
number ot unit cubes in the 
outer shell. All we need to do 
now is to pri nt out those series 
of va lues in which this dif· 
ference (P) is a perfect cube. 

If you are a regular reader of 
these competitions you will at 
once realise that th is is not a 
straightforward task as th e 
cube root calculations on most 
micros is a bit of a hit and miss 
affair! Unfortunately,duetothe 
logarithmic method of calcu
lation used by the micro, cube 
roots (an d other powers) can 
be a tiny bit out. This normally 
does not show on displayed 
results as these are correct to 
the nine digit value which is 
printed on screen. However, 
the computer's internal regi 
sters hold the value to several 
more significant figures and 
there may be a slight inaccur
acy. 

Classified , 

SONY CCP-139 high speed 
cassette to cassette (audio/ 
computer) duplicater. Dupli 
cates three tapes (both sides) 
at a time. Four channels stereo, 
nearly new. £800.00. Includes 
delivery. John Penn, Dean 
Farm Collage, Kingsley, 
Bordon . 04203 5970. 

DRAGON 32, leads, books, 
database, spreadsheets, 
w/processor, utilities, 110 port, 
£100 ONO. Tel : 0483 273176. 

DRAGON 64 £80. Double disc 
drive £100. Touchmaster tablet 

£25.OS-9, games, business soft 
ware. Tel: (08047) 2173 (Devon). 

DRAGON 32 plus DeltaDOS. 
inc. Encoder09, Dragon Users, 
tapes, cartridges, games, 
books, al l leads and joysticks, 
£150 ONO. 0981 240 560. 

DISC DRIVE systems. At the 
lowest cost. Cartridges, £55. 
Drives (new), from only £45. 
Send addressed envelope and 
two (loose) 13p stamps to: Pro
Tech Systems (G B). 25, 
Pelican Rd ., Pamber Heath, 
Basingstoke. 

This is Gordon Lee's own 

see pa;:~u~i.~~ results 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
1000 
1010 

Hl=3 
Wl=H l +l:Ll =Wl +l 
Vl=Hl*Wl* Ll 
H2=Hl - 2:W2=Wl -2 : L2 =Ll - 2 
V2 =H2* W2* L2 
P=Vl - V2 
C=P A(l /3) 
C=INT(C):D=C+l 
IF C*C*C=P OR D*D*D=P THEN 10 00 
Hl=Hl+l:GOTO 20 
PR INT Hl;" ";P 
GOTO 10 0 

For example, if a value x is 
cubed and the cube root is 
calculated by the computer, 
the va lue that we would expect 
in a perfect world would be x. 
Unfortunately, the number that 
we do get is usual ly a minute 
fraction too high or too low. The 
program overcomes th is by 
fi rst finding the integral value of 
the number being tested . This 
wi ll equal x if the root value was 
too high or x-1 if it was too low. 
Lines 80 and 90 of the program 

take these two values and find 
the cube of them by direct 
multiplication. If either of these 
va lues equals the number be
ing tested then the result is 
printed out , as a perfect cube 
has been found. In the case of 
non -perfect cubes, neither 
value would be equal to the 
number under test. 

This techniq ue forms a 
much quicker alternat ive to 
merely test ing by a succession 
of perfect cubes. 

HERE'S MY CLASSIFIED AD. 

(please write your copy In capitals on the lines below) 


Name ........... ......... .. .. ..... .. ..............•. 


Address .. . . .. .. ....... . .. ·................. . . ..... . . . 


............... ... . . . . ...... Tel: . .. . ... . ... .... .. .. . 


Classified rate: 35p per word . 

Please cut out and send this form to : Classified Department , 

Dragon User, 12- 13 Llttle Newport St , London WC2H 7PP. 
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If you've got a technical question write to Brian Cadge.Dr a go n Answers Please do not send a ~A~ ~s Bri~n ca.n.not guarantee to 
answer md1v1dual mqumes. 

Black to 1/0 as 
green again input 
WAY back in July 1983.you publish COULD you tell me the 1/0 address 
ed a program in Popular Com of the Dragon printer port and how to 
puting Weekly to invert text screen program it as Input. rather than 
lo green on black. I've used this in OuIput? • 
my program since then without any Richard Evans 
problems until now The prog ram I St.Austell 
am writing uses the GET and PUT Cornwall 
commands. No matter what I do the 
GET command causes aSN ERROR YOU are correct in assu mi ng that 
when used with the invert program. the printer port is connected to a 

K .. Redhead PIA. Its address is $FF02 for the 
21 Baxter Avenue data reg ister and SFF03 for the 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne control register. However, the 8 
NE49QD data lines are shared with the 

Dragon's keyboard and so it is not 
possible lo use lhe port programm· 

THE 'hook' used to Interrupt lhe the following parts. all available meter (before connecting to the ed as input. Instead you'll have lo 
CLS command al location 416-418 from MaplinElectronics. (Try 0102 power!) then it is relatively straight obtain one otlhe 110 ports available 
is shared by the GET command. 554155 for enqviries): a 6264 forward . Take special care with the which plug into the cartridge 
However, my program did not take CMOS RAM chip, a4.7mF capacitor RAM chip as CMOS chips aresen socket. 
account of this and this is what (electrolytic), and a 28 pin IC socket sitive to static! Touch someth ing 
causes lhe SN ERROR. The simple for the RAM chip. You'll also need a earthed. like a metal chair, before 
solutton is to surround the GET prototyping board with 40-way edge handling it. 
command with the POKES.. .. connector and plastic case The circuit does not decode the 

(available from Compusense) . This cartridge address space using Any comments on this circuit are 
POKE 416,57 :GET(X,Y)·(W,Z) ,A,G: costs about £10. A12-A15. but rather uses the CTS welcome. Mr. Martin had yet to fully 
POKE 416,126 Thediagramshows the RAM chip (Cartridge address space select) pin build and test ave rsion of his RAM 

and its pin connections. The on the edge con11ector. This pack and has tentatively offered to 
numbers at the end of the lines refer shouldwork on the Dragon 32. but build one for aDragon Userreader 
to the Dragon edge connector pin . the Dragon 64 might reqquiremore for a tenner - but please contactRAM and ROM The smoothing capac itor is con rigorous address decoding him firstl 
nected between +sv and Ground 

Ihad quile aresponse from the letter and the ·cs· line 1s tied high. All 
headed 'ROM can't be RAM' in the other connections are direct to the 
January '88 edition. As there seems edge connector. 
to be quite an interest in acartridge The Dragon's edge connector is 

PIN ~ SIGNAL DESCR I PT lON
based RAM extension for the numbered as follows - looking at it 
Dragon 32 here is some information end on the odd numbered pins 1,3,5 l - 12v - 12 Volts 

2 +12v +12 Volts on how to build your own. to 39 are above the board running J HA LT Halt input to the CPU (Inverted) 
4 NM l Non -M11skabl e lnt . CPU (Inverted) 
5 RESET Main Reset S i gn~ l (I nverted) 

The neatest solution was sent in rightto left Theeven numbered pins 
by Mr.A.N Martin of 143 Black 2,4.6 to 40 are below the boards run 6 E Ma in CPU Clock (0.89 MHz )
Haynes Road, Selly Oak, Birm ni ng right to left. 7 Q Ouadrativ Clock Signal 

8 CART Fl RQ t:o CPU (Inverted ) 
9 +S v + 5 Volts 

ingham B29 4RE. It is on his circuit This is perhaps not a project for 
that I have based the following arti  those who don't know one end of 10 D0 CPU Data Bit 0 

11 Dl CPU Data Bit 1 
12 0 2 CPU Da t a Bit 2 

cle. Than s to other readers who a soldering iron from another But 
also senl in suggestions. providing you take reasonable care 13 DJ CPO Data Bit 3

For an 8K RAM pack you'll need and test your circuits \I/Ith an ohm 14 D4 CPU Data Bit 4 
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·
6264 cmos ram chip, Dragon 32 SK cartidge ram. 

l5 DS CPU Diltil Bit s 
16 D6 CPO Da t a Bit 6 
17 D7 CPU Da t a Bit 7 
18 R / W CPU Read / Write Signal 
19 A0 CPU Add ress Bit 0 
20 Al CPU l\ddress Bit ) 

21 i\2 CPU Address Bit 2 
22 A3 CPO Address Bit 3 
23 M CPU Address Bit 4 
24 AS CPU Add ress Bit 5 
25 A6 CPU Address Bit 6 
26 117 CPO Address Bit: 7 
27 A8 CPU Address Bit 8 
28 A9 CPU Address ll it 9 
2 9 Al0 CPU Address Bit l0 
30 All CPU Address Bit: 11 
31 Al2 CPU Address Bit 12 
32 CTS Cartidge Select: S i gmil (Inverted) 
33 GND Signal Ground 
34 GND Signal Ground 
3 5 SN'D Sound ( nput to M ulti ple ~or 
36 scs Alternative Se l ect (Inverted) 
37 A13 CPU Address Bit lJ 
38 Al4 CPU Address Bit 14 
39 AlS CPU Address Bit 1 5 
40 SLENB Input to disable device se l ection 
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